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A. Executive Summary 

gement project 
e extent possible 

ential address, 
h stakeholder engagement 

 identified as facing potential challenges in meeting the new 
term care facility residents and students. 

ent a major issue during the 
eople, new 

tudents living in residences, 

their inability to provide a 
oter identification requirements.  

f specific 
orized by the Chief 

o changes in Elections Canada’s 

will be among the 
 the new voter 

ments (see recommendations 9-16).  

re made under 
le creation of a 

cies and recognized national and provincial organizations (see 

ke advantage of 

collaborate with Elections Canada on improving communications and outreach activities 
ctions (see 

Elections Canada’s stakeholder relations 
activities through creation of a systematic approach to enhance and manage such 
relationships, including, in addition to the groups identified, those with new Canadians (see 
recommendations 26-27). 

 
The stakeholder engagement project was a successful Elections Canada initiative and was well 
received by the groups and individuals involved. The project and the report’s recommendations 
provide a solid base for Elections Canada to significantly improve its overall stakeholder relations, 
as well as the impact of its communications and outreach activities. 
 

 
 
In the spring and summer of 2008, Elections Canada undertook a stakeholder enga
designed to assist the agency to understand, validate and, ultimately, mitigate to th
the challenges posed by the new requirements for proof of voter identity and resid
passed by Parliament in 2007. The project was carried out mainly throug
sessions with the groups of Canadians
requirements – homeless people, seniors/long-
 
The key project findings and conclusions were: 
 

1. The new voter identification requirements did not pres
by-elections in the stakeholders’ ridings, with the exception of homeless p
Canadians residing in high-density housing and urban centres, s
and seniors and other individuals living in long-term care facilities.  

 
2. The principal challenge for the above groups of Canadians was 

residential address in the context of the new v
Concrete suggestions for addressing this challenge ranged from inclusion o
additional pieces of documentation on the list of identification auth
Electoral Officer (see recommendations 1-3) t
administrative procedures (see recommendations 4-8).   

 
3. Improved communications, stakeholder relations and community outreach 

key success factors in addressing the challenges encountered with
identification require

 
4. A number of specific suggestions requiring possible legislative change we

Option 1 of the new voter identification requirements, including the possib
national voter identification card and acceptance of identification cards issued by provincial 
and municipal agen
recommendations 17-21). 

 
5. There is a need to increase the internal capacity of Elections Canada to ta

the significant desire among the groups involved in the stakeholder engagement project to 

directed at their members and to improve the administration of future ele
recommendations 22-25). 

 
6. There is a major opportunity for improvement in 
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ctors must now 
to identification 
ed by the Chief 
ast one of which 

establishes their address (Option 2). Option 3 allows an elector to take an oath and be vouched for 
ion, and who has 

 

r 17, 2007 
by-elections held in Outremont (Quebec), Roberval–Lac-Saint-Jean (Quebec) and Saint-Hyacinthe–

ld in Desnethé–
uadra (British 

ctors have access to the 
. The agency must 
is context, those 

al address 

 of the electoral population will be able to fulfill voter identification requirements 
tion of the 2007 and 2008 by-elections did not show any wide-

s with implementing voter identification. However, a number of possible challenges 
fied for certain target audiences and specific geographic areas of the country, 

In early May 2008, following a competitive proposal process, Elections Canada contracted the 
Centre for Excellence in Communications (CEC) to undertake a stakeholder engagement project. 
Its purpose was to assist Elections Canada to understand, validate and, ultimately, mitigate to the 
extent possible the challenges of supplying proof of identity and address for various identified target 
audiences from both a communications and an accessibility perspective. The project was 
conducted mainly through stakeholder engagement sessions with the identified audiences.  
 
This document is the final project report. 

 
 
1. Introduction 
 
The Canada Elections Act was amended in 2007. To vote in a federal election, ele
prove their identity and address by providing one piece of government-issued pho
showing their name and address (Option 1), or two pieces of identification authoriz
Electoral Officer (CEO) of Canada, each of which establishes their name and at le

by another elector whose name is on the list of electors for the same polling divis
the necessary piece(s) of identification to establish his or her identity and address. 
 
The new voter identification requirements were first implemented during the Septembe

Bagot (Quebec), and subsequently during the March 17, 2008 by-elections he
Missinippi–Churchill River (Saskatchewan), Toronto Centre (Ontario), Vancouver Q
Columbia) and Willowdale (Ontario). 
 
To fulfill its mandate, Elections Canada must make certain that all ele
electoral process and know how to exercise their right to vote in federal elections
then fully understand challenges faced by electors in casting their vote and, in th
possibly presented by new requirements concerning proof of identity and residenti
introduced by Bill C-31 and Bill C-18 and passed by Parliament in 2007.   
 
The great majority
using a driver’s licence, and evalua
spread problem
have been identi
specifically: 

• homeless people 

• seniors/long-term care facility residents 

• students; and 

• new Canadians 
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1.1 Project Scope, Objectives and Limitations 

a Voter Identification Requirements Stakeholder Engagement Project had 

equirements; 

ine the effectiveness of the list of identification authorized by the Chief Electoral Officer 
t to reduce 

 can best provide information on the new voter identification 
requirements to targeted groups that are likely to experience challenges. 

The projec
 
Phase I: g, among other elements, 

rget audiences; 
t of preliminary discussion guides for each target audience; identification 

r the purposes of the 
 people, 

dices 1 and 5 for 

 
Phase II: ns and 

one, using 

 
s in Vancouver, 

nto and Montréal, involving local, provincial and national organizations 
 for additional 

lection 
nto Centre and 

dale. (See Appendix 4 for additional details.) Interviews were also undertaken 
with 11 field officers involved in those four by-elections. (See Appendix 3 for 
additional details.) 

 
Phase III: Preparation of the Final Project Report on findings and suggestions received from 

participants of the discussion sessions and the interviews, and recommendations for 
actions by Elections Canada, including possible future stakeholder engagement 
activities.  

 

 
The Elections Canad
three primary objectives: 

• to identify any barriers arising from the implementation of the new identification r

• to determ
of Canada, and to assess whether additions or changes could be made to the lis
barriers; and 

• to determine how Elections Canada

 
t was implemented in three phases.  

Design of a Stakeholder Engagement Framework, includin
identification of relevant service organizations to engage and their ta
developmen
of risks involved in the project and mitigative approaches. Fo
project, the number of target audiences was limited to homeless
seniors/long-term care facility residents, and students. (See Appen
additional details.) 

Design and Delivery of Stakeholder Engagement Discussion Sessio
Interviews with the organizations and individuals identified in phase 
informal large- and small-group facilitation approaches and discussion moderation 
techniques, as well as one-on-one interviews.  

Discussion sessions were held with the three target audience
Ottawa, Toro
representing the three target audiences. (See Appendices 2 and 5
details.) Structured interviews were conducted with 14 of the 28 by-e
candidates in the ridings of Vancouver Quadra, Outremont, Toro
Willow
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1.2 Approach and Methodology  

 discrete phases. 

ent of an overall stakeholder engagement framework 
ntified target audiences. The methodology and the 

 four selected 
tions were included 

 organizations for possible 
200 organizations 

different options for the overall stakeholder engagement process 

 sessions 

y-election candidates and with Elections 

ent Discussion Sessions and Interviews 

e second phase of the project included: 

 with the three 
ttawa, Toronto and Montréal (a total of 10 sessions, with over 

 organizations represented) 

f structured interviews with by-election candidates in the 

rviews with Elections Canada field officers 

Phase III: Preparation of the Final Project Report 
 
In the final phase of the project, the focus was on: 

• review and analysis of all relevant project documentation 

• development of the structure and content of the final report; and 

• writing and submission of the final project report 
 
 

 
As noted above, the overall project consisted of three
 
Phase I: Design of a Stakeholder Engagement Framework 
 
In this phase, the focus was on the developm
with organizations providing services to the ide
work undertaken included the following key elements: 

• creation of a mergeable database system based on: 

− identification of service organizations and their target audiences from the
by-election ridings, in collaboration with field officers. Over 300 organiza
in the database 

− identification of target audience national and provincial service
future Elections Canada stakeholder engagement activities. Close to 
were identified, researched and incorporated into the database 

• identification of 

• preparation of the Facilitator Guide and agendas for the stakeholder discussion

• preparation of interview guides for discussions with b
Canada field officers 

 
Phase II: Design and Delivery of Stakeholder Engagem
 
The major activities during th

• organization, delivery, facilitation and reporting of half-day discussion sessions
target audiences in Vancouver, O
100 national, provincial and local service

• organization, delivery and reporting o
four selected by-election ridings 

• organization, delivery and reporting of structured inte
involved in the four selected by-elections 
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2. Project Findings  
 
The project produced a significant number of findings related to its three primary o
specific findings are outlined in the sections that 

bjectives. While 
follow, below are several overriding findings and 

 

n candidates 
on requirements did 

not present a major issue during the by-elections in their ridings. The exceptions involved homeless 
ents living in 

o provide a 
ntext of the new voter identification requirements. Although the 

difficulties encountered in the by-election ridings among the target population groups did not reach 
 out that among the groups concerned, the new 

federal election, 

wide range of concrete and constructive 
the existing challenges. The suggestions ranged from inclusion of 

n list to changes in 
various target 

nd materials, and outreach activities are considered by all 
ountered and in 

lections Canada and 
gating the 

The descriptions of the CEO-authorized pieces of identification were not seen by the stakeholders 
involved in the project as being regionally representative. Otherwise, there were no significant 
differences in the opinions and suggestions made by the session participants that could be 
attributed to their geographic location. To the extent that voter identification requirements were a 
by-election issue, this was due primarily to the demographic makeup of the ridings. In those with 
high concentrations of seniors/long-term care facility residents, new Canadians, students and 
homeless people, the new voter identification requirements played a more prominent role both 
during and after the by-elections.   
 

conclusions. 

Challenges of the New Voter Identification Requirements 
 
The vast majority of the stakeholders involved in the project, including the by-electio
and the Elections Canada field officers, believed that the new voter identificati

people, new Canadians residing in high-density housing and urban centres, stud
residences, and seniors and other individuals living in long-term care facilities.  
 
The principal challenge involving the above groups of Canadians was their inability t
residential address in the co

critical levels, many of those involved also pointed
voter identification requirements could present a significant problem during the next 
particularly in large urban centres. 
 
Possible Changes to Voter Identification Requirements 
 
The stakeholders involved in the project have contributed a 
suggestions for addressing 
specific additional pieces of documentation on the CEO-authorized identificatio
administrative procedures that would provide greater flexibility to administrators of 
group facilities and organizations, as well as field election officers.   
 
Communications and Outreach 
 
Information, communications tools a
involved to be among the key factors for success in addressing the challenges enc
implementing proposed solutions. Increased and open collaboration between E
its diverse stakeholder groups across the country will be an important part of miti
challenges involved with the new voter identification requirements.  
 
Regional Differences 
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Willingness to Collaborate 

ngagement 

es and to ease the administration of future elections. 

ppreciated the invitation to participate in the project, 
ell as Elections 

 
re facility 

ntification 
hree groups.  

f their members to 
ularly for homeless people and seniors/long-

term care facility residents, included lack of identification due to lost or stolen documents and/or 
uments. Voter apathy and lack of understanding of the voting process 

phasized the 

at the new voter identification requirements did not 
e during the by-elections in their respective ridings. The exceptions 

encountered involved homeless people, new Canadians residing in high-density housing and urban 
 long-term care 

CEO-authorized 
ccept regionally 

ss. 

ments were a 
ot encounter any 

specific problems raised by electors concerning the new voter identification requirements, either 
during the campaign or after the by-elections.  
 
Among the other candidates interviewed, a number of issues were encountered both during the 
campaign and after the by-elections among four groups of electors: seniors/long-term care facility 
residents (most occurrences involving lack of documentation/identification); students (the second 
most-frequently noted group encountering problems with proving their address); new Canadians 
(the third most numerous group with address difficulties); and homeless people (in two of the 
by-election ridings). A number of the candidates interviewed noted that when problems occurred 

 
There is considerable good will among the groups involved in the stakeholder e
discussions for collaborating and, in some cases, partnering with Elections Canada to improve 
communications and outreach activiti
 
Satisfaction with the Engagement Process 
 
The vast majority of those involved a
complimented the process and look forward to learning the overall results, as w
Canada’s response to the recommendations. 
 
2.1 Challenges Presented by the Voter Identification Requirements 
 
Stakeholders 

Stakeholders from each of the three target population groups (seniors/long-term ca
residents; homeless people; students) expressed concern that the new voter ide
requirements present challenges to voting in a federal election for members of all t
 
The primary challenge identified by all three stakeholder groups was the ability o
prove their address. Other primary challenges, partic

lack of access to original doc
was also highlighted as a challenge by student groups. Many stakeholders em
importance of streamlining processes and requirements and introducing some flexibility to better 
accommodate the needs of people in these population groups.  
 
Elections Canada Regional Staff 
 
All of the individuals interviewed agreed th
present a major issu

centres, students living in residences and seniors and other individuals living in
facilities. The primary solution identified was the need for broader wording of the 
list of identification documents, which would allow field officers the flexibility to a
diverse documents as proof of residential addre
 
By-election Candidates  
 
The majority of the candidates did not believe the new voter identification require
significant or controversial matter. Two thirds of the candidates interviewed did n
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during the actual voting process in their polling stations, these were quickly and efficiently handled 

equirements 
were a disincentive to voting for Canadians, especially students, homeless people, seniors/long-

 
gested Changes to the CEO-Authorized List of Identification  

tion groups 
of documents, rather than originals, to be accepted as identification. 

niors/long-term 
rganization may 

on groups could 
 of self-printed electronic 

language used on 
ure clarity and understanding (e.g. the term “public 

curator” is not well known), and provision of more examples of identification types and sources (e.g. 
 would be considered “community service centres”). 

e CEO are 

ents, which would 
t the needs of the specific communities with existing address documentation problems, 

he provincial and regional realities. Many of those interviewed also suggested that 
t documentation 

idence 

Stakeholders 
 
There was agreement across the stakeholder groups that letters of attestation of residence are a 
useful tool. However, participants in all groups strongly recommended that one letter of attestation 
of residence issued by administrators of facilities, which lists all residents of a seniors/long-term 
care facility, shelter, student residence, etc., be accepted, instead of requiring individual letters for 
each voter. Issuing individual letters of attestation of residence is onerous for most organizations, 
which have limited staff and resources.  
 

by election officers.  
 
One third of the candidates interviewed felt strongly that the new voter identification r

term care facility residents and new Canadians.  

2.2 Sug
 
Stakeholders 
 
A measure that would significantly reduce identification challenges for these popula
would be to allow photocopies 
In many cases, people no longer possess their original documents; however, the se
care residence administrator, shelter administrator, social service agency or other o
have a photocopy of the documents.  
 
Other suggestions that would improve the likelihood that members of these populati
meet the new voter identification requirements included acceptance
documents (such as utility bills, etc., delivered via the Internet), simplifying the 
the list of authorized identification pieces to ens

of groups/organizations that
 
Specific suggestions for additions to the list of identification pieces authorized by th
identified in each population-group section of this report. 
 
Elections Canada Field Officers 
 
Key suggestions included revised lists of acceptable identification and docum
better reflec
as well as t
Elections Canada allow returning officers greater flexibility and authority to accep
and identification not on the CEO-authorized list. 
 
2.3 Suggested Changes to the Letters of Attestation of Res
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Other recommendations included the possible expansion of the list of “respons
may sign the letter of attestation of residence to include family doctors, nurses, s
facility managers and staff, outreach workers, pastors, and people in similar care
positions. Elections Canada should also provide clear information on any legal oblig

ible authorities” who 
ocial workers, 
 and/or service 

ations and/or 

edback and Suggestions on Communications and Outreach 

ification rules is 
r letters of 
ctively work with 
wareness of both 
distribution of 

lists, attendance 
booths and 

these population 

signed to reflect the needs of 

tion designed for 

ation on all material: both Web site and 1-800 number 

ach population group; and 

oter identification 

for seniors/long-

• an improved communications tool kit that allows customization of information and tools such as 
posters, flyers and notices related to local circumstances and to specific communities 

• greater emphasis on outreach and development of an ongoing relationship with gatekeepers 
and community organizations representing electors most affected by the new voter identification 
requirements 

• ongoing, increased flow of interaction and exchange of information between Elections Canada 
and field officers 

 

liabilities associated with issuing letters of attestation of residence. 
 
2.4 Fe
 
Stakeholders 
 
There was a strong consensus that improved communication of the new voter ident
needed. Few participants were aware of the new identification requirements and/o
attestation of residence. Many stakeholders suggested that Elections Canada proa
the residences, facilities, organizations, education institutions and others to raise a
identification requirements and the voting process. This could include on-site visits, 
pamphlets, slide shows and other promotional materials, use of institutional e-mail 
at meetings, and other activities. Participants also felt that the use of on-site voting 
special polling arrangements would greatly increase opportunities for members of 
groups to vote. Other suggestions included: 

• advertising and promotional materials should be developed and de
each population group 

• improvement of the Elections Canada Web site; include links to voter informa
these population groups 

• inclusion of contact inform

• establishment of community relations officers for e

• ensuring that polling staff have a solid and common understanding of how v
requirements work 

 
Elections Canada Regional Staff 
 
The key suggestions of the interviewed election officers included: 

• an expanded Community Relations Officer Program, with additional officers 
term care facilities and ongoing community outreach between elections 

• enhanced training for local election officers during and before elections, with a focus on the 
anticipated issues in specific communities of electors 
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By-election Candidates 

ion requirements 
 and the type of 

their contacts with 
ew voter identification 

nformation 
ajority 

 by their 
cases, the candidates had a solid knowledge of the new voter identification 

ry Committee of Political 

tion 
ns and activities. 

 requirements into their campaign 
communications, but reacted to occasional requests for information on the subject from electors. In 

e and during the 
sufficient and 

For the next federal election, a number of candidates recommended that Elections Canada should 
es (and the electorate in general) a new range of tools with 

clearer and simpler information about voter identification requirements, through Elections Canada’s 
ed communications activities, including the Web site and advertising, which should 

egislative Changes 

llenges for these 
ginals, to be 

d improve the likelihood that members of these population groups could 
 requirements were: 

ve when polling 
for each voter 

 identified 

 
Elections Canada Field Officers 
 
A key suggestion was to provide greater flexibility and authority for returning officers to accept 
documentation and identification not on the CEO-authorized list. A number of those interviewed 
also endorsed a change to the vouching (Option 3) rules, to allow the various facilities’ 
administrators to vouch multiple times. It was also suggested that Elections Canada consider the 
Ontario Elections approach, which allows individuals to swear an oath and be allowed to vote.  

 
In general, the majority of those interviewed were aware of the new voter identificat
before the by-election was called in their respective ridings. The level of awareness
information the candidates received varied quite widely and was dependent on 
Elections Canada before the by-election and on the media coverage of the n
requirements in their area. Most candidates could not specifically recall the type of i
provided by Elections Canada either before or during the by-elections, but the vast m
confirmed that information and documentation on the subject was indeed received
campaign offices. In two 
requirements based on their membership in the Elections Canada Adviso
Parties. 
 
Half of the interviewed candidates had specifically identified the new voter identifica
requirements as one of the topics to be addressed in their campaign communicatio
The other half did not specifically incorporate the new

general, the information and documentation received from Elections Canada befor
by-elections were deemed by the majority of the interviewed candidates to be both 
useful in responding to electors’ inquiries during the by-election. 
 

develop and make available to candidat

own expand
include free dailies and community newspapers. 
 
2.5 Possible L
 
Stakeholders 
 
As previously noted, a measure that would significantly reduce identification cha
population groups would be to allow photocopies of documents, rather than ori
accepted as identification.  
 
Other suggestions that woul
meet the new voter identification

• provision for “serial” vouching; this would be particularly welcome and effecti
stations are on-site: staff of the residence/facility/organization could “vouch” 

• development of a voter identification card specifically for members of the three
population groups or, alternatively, a national voter identification card 
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By-election Candidates 

lifying the voter 

a specific voter identification card and on-line voter registration. 

 
k  

 

ave significant 
ay be able to take 

eting the 
ucating families 
ot possible due 

rces. Many seniors/long-term care residents cannot easily meet the 
 driver’s licence, 

nces no longer 
former address, and 

his population 
provide one piece 

of identification. 

other person. As a 
s, cheques, bills 
st residents of 

ion; facilities usually 
while the families and/or guardians of residents often possess the originals. 

 of residence 

For many facilities, this could present a significant administrative burden, as staff often already have 
limited time and resources. For large facilities, it could mean hundreds or even thousands of letters 
to be written, printed and distributed to residents. There was also concern that residents could 
lose/misplace the letter. 
 
Vouching was considered by participants to be of minimal use to this population group, due to the 
limit of one “vouching” per voucher and the requirement for a voucher to reside in the same polling 
division as the voter. 
 

 
Several candidates offered suggestions for improving voting in general and for simp
identification requirements. Among the notable ideas were a $100 tax credit to Canadians who vote; 

 

3. Summaries of Stakeholder Feedbac
 
3.1 Seniors/Long-Term Care Facility Residents 
 
3.1.1 Challenges Presented by the Voter Identification Requirements
 
Participants emphasized that people living in seniors/long-term care residences h
challenges meeting the new voter identification requirements. Some facilities m
the time and/or may have the administrative resources to assist residents with me
identification requirements. However, for many facilities, especially larger ones, ed
and residents about requirements, or otherwise facilitating voting by residents, is n
to lack of time and/or resou
identification requirements of Option 1. Presenting photo identification, such as a
with the local address is problematic: many people in seniors/long-term care reside
have a valid driver’s licence; if they still have one, it likely shows the resident’s 
the photograph may be outdated.  
 
Meeting the identification requirements of Option 2 is also difficult for members of t
group. While a letter of attestation of residence from a facility administrator would 
of identification, the challenge remains for residents to provide a second piece 
Many residents of seniors/long-term care facilities no longer manage their own affairs, which may 
be handled by a family member, guardian, a power of attorney, public curator or 
result, these seniors/long-term care residents do not receive government document
or other authorized identification items with their name and address. In addition, mo
seniors/long-term care facilities do not have possession of their own identificat
keep photocopies, 
 
Participants felt that the current process for issuing and using a letter of attestation
raises challenges and concerns. A key challenge is the need to issue one letter for each resident. 
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Other challenges to meeting the new voter identification requirements for this population group 

 a more permanent/long-term location, 

ntification due to the 

ue to costs. 

certificates show their maiden name. 

omplicate the 

y members or others 
re some 

o not have anyone to help them. 

similar correspondence are sent to the landowner. As a result, people in modular/mobile homes 

lated to culture and language. For example, within the Chinese community 
there are hundreds of dialects.  

noted that other 
s mobility, 

ion  

uthorized identification pieces to better 
re may be privacy issues related to 

 (CNIB) identification card – includes photo and 
t a “public transportation 

let that is issued to 
esident’s 

 card number and address of the facility 

• monthly statement of care/rent, which includes the resident’s name and address 

• standardized lease form for residents of private facilities; starting in February 2009, all private 
facilities in Quebec need to be certified and a criterion is to have a standardized lease for each 
resident 

• admissions form used by facilities – includes name, address, former address, health care 
number 

• cellphone bills 

included the following. 

• Some residents are in interim locations as they wait for
thereby creating a further identification/current address challenge. 

• Seniors/long-term care facility residents are discouraged from carrying ide
risk of loss/theft of documents. 

• Many documents, such as passports and drivers’ licences, are not renewed d

• For women, birth 

• There may be difficulties due to dementia or other memory factors that further c
identification process.  

• Some seniors/long-term care facility residents have the assistance of famil
to help them with voting and voter identification requirements. However, there a
seniors/long-term care facility residents who d

• People living in modular/mobile homes do not own the land, and property tax receipts and 

would not be able to provide property tax assessments. 

• There are issues re

 
Although not directly related to new voter identification requirements, participants 
barriers affect the ability of seniors/long-term care facility residents to vote, such a
capacity and other factors.  
 
3.1.2 Suggested Additions to the CEO-Authorized List of Identificat
 
Participants suggested that the CEO add to the list of a
accommodate this population group. They recognized that the
some suggestions. The suggested additions included: 

• the Canadian National Institute for the Blind
address and is issued to assist transportation of people, but it is no
card” 

• facility medical record – usually includes a photo and address 

• facility identification document – a card or an identification wristband/brace
and worn by residents of some seniors/long-term care facilities; usually includes the r
name, health
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• hospital and ambulance bills 

e, or guardian stating identification 
rator 

 

nce, and 
ith this approach, 

ence listing all residents’ names and signed by an approved authority 
red to provide 
g station. Other 

ent’s identification, 
rd, facility bracelet, etc. The letter would 

s of Option 2. 

• Provide a sample letter of attestation of residence outlining all requirements, together with an 

e family doctors, care 

ach 

ntification 
p to vote. Outreach initiatives 

 who are the 
tion requirements 

up, it is important to 
ions for type of 

dvance polling, etc.) and tools available (e.g. letter template). 

d pamphlets, 
ords, vivid 
ions that apply to 

 Security Identification Cards, etc.). It is also important to 
ensure that people with disabilities, especially blind persons, are considered when developing 
promotional materials. 
 
Elections Canada could also produce electronic versions/templates of materials (posters, flyers, 
pamphlets, sample text for newsletters, etc.) for customizing by facilities. Materials could be used in 
newsletters, distributed to residents, given to family members, posted on bulletin boards, etc. 
Facilities could customize materials to highlight information of particular relevance to their residents 
and to provide facility staff contact information.  
 

• prescription/pharmacy receipts 

• letter from a person holding power of attorney, public truste
and residency, in addition to a letter from a public cu

3.1.3 Suggestions for Letters of Attestation of Residence 
 
Participants supported a streamlined approach to the letter of attestation of reside
recommended that a “blanket” letter, rather than individual letters, be accepted. W
a letter of attestation of resid
of the facility would be given to the returning officer. Residents would then be requi
one additional piece of authorized identification, such as a health card, at the pollin
suggestions included the following. 

• Expand the letter of attestation of residence to include a photocopy of a resid
such as a medical card, or an imprint of a hospital ca
then serve as two pieces of identification, thereby meeting the requirement

electronic template, which may then be customized by facilities. 

• Expand the list of authorized issuers of a letter of attestation to includ
providers, guardians, persons holding power of attorney, and others. 

 
3.1.4 Suggestions for Elections Canada’s Communications and Outre
 
There was general consensus that increased communication of new voter ide
requirements would enable more members of this population grou
should be targeted to residents, their families/guardians, and to facility administrators,
main point of contact with residents. Communication and promotion of identifica
should be done well in advance of an election so that documents may be collected and/or retrieved. 
As the letter of attestation of residence is likely to be used by this population gro
provide information about the process (eligibility, where to file the letter, condit
election and for a
 
Participants suggested that Elections Canada create materials, such as posters an
especially designed for this population group, with large text, large graphics, few w
colours, and pictures of seniors. Materials should include only the identification opt
this group (e.g. hospital cards, Old Age
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Some facilities would appreciate Elections Canada officials visiting to discuss requ
residents. It was suggested that Elections Canada could establish community relati
this population group. It is also impor

irements with 
ons officers for 

tant to ensure polling staff are trained in how to work with/deal 

cation materials, 

facilities to communicate with families (for example in newsletters) so that they know 
n is required, and what help is available (e.g. letter 

tion for facilities to present to residents.  

l information on 
ll residents use the Internet, but 

te voting for the 
ents (not necessarily the Executive Director/CEO). Maintain the list of contacts between 

downloadable 
 a bulletin 

 Elections Canada’s posters and advertisements for 
opulation, the layout and messaging on 

iate. However, for members of this 
chnical, too wordy, and too complicated to be 

e “X” on his head (on the householder) 

se the same layout.  

• The URL for the Elections Canada Web site should be part of all materials. 

• Advertise in the free newspapers (e.g. 24 Hours, Metro News, community newspapers) in 
addition to/instead of the traditional dailies. 

• Include a full list of authorized pieces of identification on at least some ads/materials, for 
example, on voter information cards. When listing the pieces, group like items to make the list 
more concise. A list of identification documents should be produced for each province/territory, 
as provincial/territorial identification documents vary. 

with seniors/long-term care facility residents. 
 
Participants provided a number of suggestions for outreach activities and communi
including the following. 

• Encourage 
that the residents can vote, what identificatio
of attestation).  

• Develop a “tips” sheet for facilities, including timelines. 

• Elections Canada could provide a PowerPoint presenta

• Include a phone number (1-800 if possible), as well as a Web site for additiona
all materials and in print, radio and television advertising. Not a
many residents have telephones and will call for more information. 

• Create a program in which facilities could appoint a “mascot” to encourage voting by residents. 
Elections Canada could provide promotional items such as pins or T-shirts. 

• Identify a “point of contact” within each facility – the person who will facilita
resid
elections. 

• Improve the Elections Canada Web site so that it is more user-friendly. Include 
documents on the Web site that can be printed and distributed and/or posted on
board. 

 
Posters and Advertising  
 
Participants had the opportunity to comment on
the fall 2007 and spring 2008 by-elections. For the general p
the samples shown were generally considered appropr
population group, the materials were too busy, too te
effective. Some participants felt that the character with th
takes up too much room and is not relevant/appropriate. 
 
Other comments and suggestions included the following. 

• Posters should be colourful, with less text and more graphics. 

• All text and graphics, including maps, should be very large. 

• Ensure both English and French versions u
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3.1.5 Other Suggested Solutions 

rs in this 
e and maintain 

sense of autonomy for seniors/long-term care facility residents throughout the 
process of confirming identification for voting. Their pride in being citizens of Canada should not be 

omplicated or onerous 

of original 
s for residents. At 

ification, along with a letter of 
sion, facilities open 
the appropriate 

ion procedures. 

ption 1, when accompanied 

mitted, and 
y. 

ork together to 
ist would be 

 the identification 
ncy of voters. 

niors/long-term 
letter of attestation of 

nd the other a financial statement or similar document, each with the resident’s 
dress. This would meet the identification requirements under Option 2. It 
mplate be developed by Elections Canada to demonstrate what would 

ntification cards to 
 care facility 

3.2 Homeless People 
 
3.2.1 Challenges Presented by the Voter Identification Requirements 
 
Participants felt that the new voter identification requirements present significant barriers to voting 
for marginalized/indigent people, including homeless people, First Nations people (especially 
women), people recently released from correctional institutions, and others. People in these 
population groups often do not have any photo identification or documents with an address; very 

 
Participants stressed the importance of addressing identification challenges for vote
population group, as many still have a strong desire to vote. It is important to assur
privacy, dignity and a 

underestimated or ignored. 
 
Overall, simplification of the identification requirements is recommended, as c
procedures produce anxiety and confusion for these voters. 
 
Many participants strongly urged Elections Canada to accept certified photocopies 
documents. Most seniors/long-term care facilities keep photocopies of document
voting time, a certified copy could be given to residents for ident
attestation of residence. It was further suggested that at the time of intake/admis
a file for “voting identification” for the incoming resident and insert photocopies of 
documents. When an election is held, these can be retrieved and presented.  
 
Participants offered a number of other suggestions for simplifying voter identificat

• A Canadian passport should be sufficient proof of identity under O
by the voter information card. 

• Elections Canada could develop a voter identification card specifically for people in 
seniors/long-term care residences. The card could be created when a person is ad
kept with the facility administrator. It could then be easily retrieved on voting da

• The seniors/long-term care facility administrator and Elections Canada could w
confirm the list of electors against the list of current residents. The resulting l
considered identification for residents to vote.  

• When a polling station is on-site in a facility, allow a staff member to “attest” to
and reside

• Accept two identification documents from the same source. For example, the se
care facility would issue two documents for each resident, one being a 
residence a
name and the facility ad
was suggested that a te
be acceptable. 

• The City of Toronto holds “identity clinics” for homeless people and issues ide
them. This process could be reviewed for applicability to seniors/long-term
residents. 
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few of the authorized pieces of identification would be held by a homeless person. The requirement 

ss people, they 
t for identification 

ecause of the risk of theft. 
mbers of this 

 

e piece of 
opulation group; however, the 

challenge would remain for people to produce a second piece of authorized identification. A letter of 
o any 

a registered voter in 
olling division and may only vouch for one voter. This greatly limits the ability of shelter 

or clients. In addition, homeless or transient people 
ctional institution may not have anyone to vouch for them 

lack the required 

dress, homeless street 
entification 

ress on their document. 

e former addresses 

• At some transition shelters, the address is not published for security/safety reasons. 

Some people have been out of the mainstream fo ication they have may 

ficult for some 
nges related to 

 
3.2.2 Suggested Additions to the CEO-Authorized List of Identification 
 
Participants emphasized that welfare cards should be added to the list of authorized documents. 
They noted that welfare cards are the key identification for homeless people. Although the card 
does not include a photo, it does have the person’s name. This and a letter of attestation of 
residence would provide two pieces of identification and satisfy Option 2. It was noted that welfare 
cards are accepted by police, hospitals and others as legitimate identification. 
 

for “original” documents is another major barrier.  
 
Participants noted that when cards or other identification items are given to homele
are often stolen, lost or misplaced within a few days. There is a large black marke
documents, and some people do not want to carry identification b
Replacing stolen/lost identification is costly, time consuming and complex. Most me
population group who lose their identification documents do not replace them. 
 
Most participants felt that the use of a letter of attestation of residence to provide on
identification would be beneficial for some members of this p

attestation of residence would not be available to people who have no attachment t
agency/facility or for people with a highly transient lifestyle.  
 
Vouching is problematic also for this population group, as the voucher must be 
the same p
workers, outreach workers and others to vouch f
or those recently released from a corre
among their peers/network, as they may also be in similar circumstances and 
identification. 
 
Other challenges noted by participants follow. 

• Whereas individuals who live in shelters could use the shelter’s ad
people who live on the street have even greater difficulty meeting the new id
requirements. 

• Some people may have a postal box address rather than a street add

• Some people have had to leave dangerous situations without their identification. 

• Women often do not want their place of residence known. They often us
when registering for services. 

• r many years and identif
be outdated (i.e. the photo and/or address). 

• There are literacy challenges in the homeless community that make it dif
individuals to understand the identification requirements. There are also challe
some individuals’ capacity to vote (e.g. fear).  
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In this connection, it was noted that documents issued by provincial or municipal pr
the Ontario Ministry of Health’s Agency Agreement (which allows pre-approved ag
letter attesting to a pers

ograms, such as 
encies to issue a 

on’s identity), should be accepted as voter identification, even though they 

suggested that the CEO add the following documents to the list of authorized 
 to better accommodate this population group:  

 agencies 

 reports, police 

ambulance bills, 
 

these cards) and receipts 

rs (such as letters of stay), which are used to establish identity for some 
ganizations, such as libraries 

elters to homeless (e.g. Personal Needs Allowance) 

provincial a o Disability 

some of the suggested additions  

Participants strongly recommended that Elections Canada accept a “blanket” letter of attestation of 
residence rather than requiring one letter for each person. This blanket letter could be provided to 
Elections Canada in advance or at the polling station on election day.  
 
Another suggestion would be to permit members of this population group to use two letters of 
attestation of residence from two different organizations to meet the requirement of two pieces of 
identification. It was also suggested that Elections Canada accept both a letter of attestation of 
residence and a membership card from the same organization or service/care provider.  

are not national documents.  
 
Participants 
identification

• welfare card 

• identification cards that are issued by local/municipal or provincial social service

• justice system documents (e.g. court papers, statements of fines, custody
records, arrest reports (especially with photos), discharge papers, parole officer information, 
etc.) 

• receipts and documents related to health care/services, such as hospital bills, 
prescription receipts, and medication containers with prescription label

• YMCA card (it includes a photo) 

• shelter and mission identification card (many shelters in Toronto issue 
for items and services (e.g. for sleeping bag) 

• shelter lette
agencies/or

• statements of benefits given by sh

• provincial government correspondence (e.g. BC Housing) 

• Food Bank card 

• for new Canadians, the Record of Landing 

• application for social assistance 

• ssistance program receipts and documents (e.g. Ontario Works, Ontari
Support Program, etc.) 

• Money Mart (or similar cheque cashing service) receipts 
 
Participants noted that there are privacy issues related to 
(e.g. justice system documents, prescriptions, etc.).  
 
3.2.3 Suggestions for Letters of Attestation of Residence 
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Other suggestions and comments related to letters of attestation of residence included the 

 of residence  
the 

ersons” to also include pharmacists, outreach 

• Some administrators/service providers noted that some of their clients use multiple names (and 
liability associated with 

ch 

irements is 
 other service 
f services it can 

s officers, special polling services (for example, a polling station 
ers in advance of an 
, and working with 

rs of attestation 

would be 
willing to distribute information such as posters and flyers, and speak to homeless people about 

this would be an ideal 
od community 
ctions Canada 

vailleurs et travailleuses de rue du Québec) to explore this 

ivities that 
or example, 

n hall” meetings to educate 

 and outreach 

• Improve and simplify the Elections Canada Web site. Ensure there is a direct link from the 
Service Canada Web site to Elections Canada’s Web site. Include downloadable documents on 
the Web site that can be printed and distributed and/or posted on a bulletin board. 

• Produce DVDs aimed at specific target groups that could be played on a loop; this would be 
beneficial especially for low literacy individuals. 

• If polling stations are established on-site in shelters, etc., advertise/promote the location and 
time and that they are specifically for homeless people to vote. 

 

following. 

• Clarify what agencies/institutions are eligible to issue letters of attestation
(e.g. community resource centres, drop-ins, soup kitchens, etc.) and who can act as 
“responsible person” in issuing the letter.  

• Expand the list of authorized “responsible p
workers and other care and service providers. 

• Provide a form letter that can be used as a template. 

have no identification). In this connection, there was concern about 
issuing a letter of attestation of residence. 

 
3.2.4 Suggestions for Elections Canada Communications and Outrea
 
Participants noted that communication and education about voter identification requ
essential for the administrators and staff of shelters, food banks, soup kitchens and
providers for homeless people. Elections Canada should also promote the range o
provide, such as community relation
can be brought to a shelter), etc. Elections Canada staff should be visiting shelt
election call (year-round outreach), offering workshops and information sessions
shelter/social service agency staff to inform about identification requirements, lette
of residence, etc. 
 
Participants noted that staff at many organizations, such as shelters and food banks, 

voting. With adequate notice and materials provided by Elections Canada, 
way to reach members of this population group. Outreach workers would also be go
relations officers and could be hired by Elections Canada. It was suggested that Ele
contact ATRUQ (l’Association des tra
idea. 
 
Participants suggested that funding be provided to organizations to support act
encourage voting and to help ensure individuals have the necessary identification, f
resources (funding, promotional materials, etc.) for agencies to hold “tow
staff and clients. 
 
Other comments and suggestions for improved Elections Canada communication
follow. 
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Posters and Advertising  

dvertisements for 
 felt that the posters were far too cluttered and too 

pted to suit 

o advise 
homeless people about identification options that are relevant to them, including the letter of 

en, and how to 

and graphics. It would be helpful if Elections 
tes for posters or printed posters with large spaces where tailored 

rs and advertising included: 

ours, Georgia Strait) and major 

ormation for homeless 
oting locations, etc. 

ore of an encouragement to vote: “Your vote matters.” 

• Do not place type over coloured sections (difficult to photocopy). 

nd where homeless 
tion sites, libraries, 

churches, etc.). 

zed/indigent 
er put it, “the right to vote is inalienable and is afforded to all 

Canadian citizens regardless of circumstance or status.” Effort should be put in to make proving 
identity and residence easier for this population group. 
 
A measure that would significantly reduce identification challenges for this population group would 
be to allow photocopies of documents to be accepted as identification. Although a person may no 
longer have the original documents, many shelters and agencies keep photocopies of identification. 
A solution could be to allow photocopies to be certified by an authority (pastor, nurse, social worker 
or other) and accepted as identification. 
 

 
Participants had the opportunity to comment on Elections Canada’s posters and a
the fall 2007 and spring 2008 by-elections. They
wordy, especially for those with low literacy skills. 
 
Participants noted that the content of posters and promotional materials should be ada
this population group.  
 
The need for simplicity and clarity was emphasized: the goal of the poster should be t

attestation of residence (what it is, where to obtain one, etc.), where to vote and wh
get more information (i.e. “see Shelter Director for more information”).  
 
Use large type, few and simple words, and large logos 
Canada could provide templa
information can be added. 
 
Additional suggestions regarding poste

• Advertise in Itinéraire magazine. 

• Advertise in both free magazines/papers (Metro News, 24 H
dailies (e.g. Toronto Sun and Toronto Star). 

• Use mini poster-style ads in free magazines/newspapers. Include inf
people on voting rights, identification requirements, v

• Use shelter logos in advertising to create a bond with homeless people. 

• Use wording on posters that is more inclusive and engaging.  

• Make promotional material m

• Advertise and promote messages in appropriate media, in public places a
people congregate and visit (e.g. bus shelters, bus stops, boards at construc
social service agencies, drop-in centres, 

 
3.2.5 Other Suggested Solutions 
 
Participants emphasized the importance of enabling homeless and other marginali
people to vote: as one stakehold
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The use of on-site polling stations would help enable members of this population
With on-site polling stations, letters of attestation of residence could be issued and d

 group to vote. 
istributed to 

ce.  

ntification 
utions to assist 

 membership cards for an 
tter of attestation of residence would need to be issued on the 
ction to avoid loss or theft of the documents. 

nefits through a local 
nal Needs 

 etc. 

se a different 
t allow residents to vote in the designated 

in Britain). 

ively collect 
y do this). This could 
s).  

meone who 
or more than one 

person.  

r range of service groups/institutions/staff, such as health clinics, to provide 

e attesting to a 
 address). 

udent cards, 
e local polling 

 
Although most students have a student card that includes a photo, most student cards do not 
include a local address. If the student lives in residence, the card may include the name of the 
residence, but for security reasons it does not normally include a street address. Students who live 
off campus often share accommodation with other students, and only the primary leaseholder 
receives utility or other bills that show the local address. In addition, much of a student’s 
correspondence (from the educational institution, banks, etc.) is sent to their permanent address 
(often a parent’s address). 
 

clients; there would be less fear/anxiety for these voters; and shelter staff could provide assistan
 
Participants noted that while administrators need to be educated on voter ide
requirements before an election, homeless people require next day/same day sol
them with the identification obstacles they may face. For example,
agency, drop-in centre, etc., or a le
day before or on the day of the ele
 
Other comments and suggestions follow. 

• Allow shelter workers to write a letter stating that an individual receives be
program, such as Ontario Works, Ontario Disability Support Program, Perso
Allowance,

• For undisclosed addresses, pre-arrange with the Chief Electoral Officer to u
address (e.g. the organization’s headquarters) bu
polling station. 

• Use postal codes rather than street addresses for homeless people (as is done 

• Develop a national voter card (as is done in the Caribbean). 

• Encourage shelters, social service agencies and outreach workers to proact
identification and issue identification cards for voting (some shelters alread
be done at intake (when clients are housed and/or first receive their service

• Expand the rules for vouching to enable an authorized person (for example, so
would be authorized to issue a letter of attestation of residence) to vouch f

• Allow a broade
letters of attestation of residence. 

• Accept a letter from an authorized administrator of a shelter or homeless servic
person’s identity (the letter of attestation of residence attests only to a person’s

 
3.3 Students 
 
3.3.1 Challenges Presented by the Voter Identification Requirements 
 
Participants noted that most students have identification, both photo and non-photo (st
library cards, etc.). The challenge is having a document with an address within th
division.  
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Students generally do not consider their academic residence as their permanent re
therefore do not change the addre

sidence – they 
ss on their driver’s licence, health card or other documents. Also, 

y register at an 
not requested). If 

he use of a student 
on transfers 
nt.  

students living in on-
s residences. However, it may not be possible for the educational institution to attest to a 

not inform the school of their local 
nt to their parents or another permanent 

 not understand the voting process, 

rocess of changing their 
y with the new requirements is poor. 

ddress, rather 
ation of 

lt to create an up-to-date 
voters list. 

eans there are 

 

ity to accommodate the identification challenges of this 
 the CEO add the following documents to the list of 

tter would act as 

• Accept electronic statements from recognized organizations (banks, credit card companies, 
cellphone companies, etc.). 

• Accept fee statements from educational institutions. 

• Accept documents/correspondence about bursaries, awards, scholarships, student loans, etc. 

• Accept photocopies of original documents. This would enable students to provide a photocopy 
of a transcript, as there is a cost to obtain an original. If they have to pay for an original, it could 
be construed by the students that they “are paying to vote.” 

there may be costs to reissue documents. 
 
Participants noted that an individual’s identification is not verified when the
educational institution (i.e. passport, birth certificate or other identification is 
payment is made, they receive a student card. There is concern that t
identification card for the purpose of proving identity for voting in a federal electi
responsibility to the educational institution for confirming the identity of the stude
 
Letters of attestation of residence would provide an item of identification for 
campu
local address for students off campus, as many students do 
address, and correspondence from the school is se
address. 
 
Other challenges noted by participants included the following. 

• Many students may be voting for the first time and may
including identification requirements. 

• If the election is at the beginning/end of term when students are in the p
identification documents, their ability to compl

• Some private educational institutions do not issue student ID cards. 

• Many students are more interested in voting in the riding of their “permanent” a
than their academic residence. In this connection, it was noted that the interpret
“permanent residence” varies among returning officers.  

• The transient nature of the student population makes it very difficu

• The increasing use of the Internet for tuition payments and other transactions m
fewer (if any) “original” documents, receipts, etc. Most students use the Internet exclusively, and 
do not receive paper mail from banks, credit card companies, utilities, etc. 

 
3.3.2 Suggested Additions to the CEO-Authorized List of Identification 
 
Generally, participants called for more flexibil
population group. Participants suggested that
authorized identification to better accommodate this population group.  

• Accept less “official” documents, e.g. a letter from the student’s parent. This le
a “voucher” in paper form. 
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3.3.3 Suggestions for Letters of Attestation of Residence 

nce for each 
 accept one letter 

that would list the names of all students of an on-campus residence. This would act as the letter of 
t the poll to vote. 

 would be for 
ally in PDF format. 

ed letter of 
ing officer at the 

poll. Participants acknowledged that measures would be needed to mitigate the risk of fraud, 
ns Canada 

tion of residence. 

treach 

 bigger issue is 
ore, important for Elections Canada to proactively engage 

reatly increase the 

he following. 

tution’s Web portal to direct students to information about 

uld ask students if they 

r her address and 

 about 
 voters list. 

• Develop a “tool kit” of information pieces (i.e. several different types of promotional materials, 
such as videos, posters in various languages and sizes, text that can be copied into  
e-mails, etc.). 

 
Participants suggested that Elections Canada also develop relationships with key student 
organizations, including student unions and student housing services, to explore potential ways to 
reach and inform students (for example, presentations to student staff meetings, participation in 
annual meetings, use of student e-mail address lists, use of student portals, etc.).  
 

 
Participants expressed concern that issuing a separate letter of attestation of reside
student would be administratively onerous. They suggested that Elections Canada

attestation of residence for each student listed when they present themselves a
 
Should such a blanket letter approach not be acceptable, a suggested alternative
Elections Canada to accept individual letters of attestation of residence electronic
Similarly, students could, much as they access their grades, access an authoriz
attestation of residence that they could self-print and provide to the deputy return

ensure the legitimacy of files, and protect privacy. It was also suggested that Electio
collect signatures of authorized people in advance to verify the letters of attesta
 
3.3.4 Suggestions for Elections Canada’s Communications and Ou
 
Participants noted that most students, with adequate advance notice and information on voter 
identification requirements, can “pull together” the identification needed to vote. The
getting students to vote – it is, theref
students in the voting process and the “idea of voting”. 
 
Participants felt that having polling stations on campus and in residences would g
number of students voting. 
 
Educational institutions and Elections Canada should work together to help promote voting and to 
raise awareness of voter identification requirements. Suggested activities included t

• Set up a link on the educational insti
voting, including identification requirements.  

• Include a “checkbox” on the educational institution’s Web portal that wo
consent to Elections Canada receiving updated address information. 

• Create a “pop-up” in the student’s portal that asks the student to confirm his o
provides information about polling locations.  

• Send e-mails through the educational institution’s e-mail address list. 

• Staff a kiosk at the beginning of each semester to educate and inform students
identification requirements for voting; and for Elections Canada to update the
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When asked, participants offered to participate in an advisory board of students to 
regarding poster design and other communication materials, and some participan
interest in participating in future se

provide advice 
ts also expressed 

ssions on other Elections Canada topics, such as mobile polls, 
, etc. 

ing tools: create an Elections Canada Facebook group/page. 

irements through 

ec) that uses 

e newspapers such as Metro and 24 Hours, as well as campus papers. Make 
ar and concise.  

• Use new Canadians (with citizenship) as ambassadors to highlight the benefits of the 

s and advertisements for 
the fall 2007 and spring 2008 by-elections. Generally, participants felt that the poster was “too 

athetic about 
 too catchy”. 

e effective. It 
was also suggested that the posters were displayed too far in advance of the by-election.  

sters and ads should have 
b site for more information. Include 
that are most applicable to students. 

r tag lines”. 

ed to be more user-
el. 

hould vary, if possible, from one election to another, as materials 
 boards, etc. 

mmunications materials. 

• There is only limited need for bilingual posters/materials in Ontario; it may be more effective to 
target bilingual materials to bilingual schools. 

• Advertise/promote in student-frequented locations: movie theatres, bus stops, campus bulletin 
boards, coffee shops, etc. 

• Advertise in student newspapers and on student radio. 

• Place banner ads on Web sites students visit and on school Web portals. 

voting procedures in the home riding
 
Other outreach ideas included the following. 

• Use social market

• Hire students to promote voting and raise awareness of identification requ
peer-to-peer marketing. 

• Develop a campaign similar to “Rock the Vote” (U.S.) or “Momentum” (Queb
MuchMusic/MusiquePlus, local and national celebrities, artists and athletes to promote voting. 

• Advertise in fre
sure the message is cle

democratic process. 
 
Posters and Advertising  
 
Participants had the opportunity to comment on Elections Canada’s poster

conservative” to appeal to students. It was noted that students tend to be rather ap
public interest messages and the poster and radio campaign were “bland and not
There is a huge amount of “clutter” around campuses – materials must stand out to b

 
Communication and promotion materials should be student-specific. Po
“quick” information about where and when to vote, and a We
voter identification requirements – but only those documents 
Materials should be attractive, eye-catching, minimalist, and include “cleve
 
Participants noted that the Elections Canada Web site needs to be revamp
friendly. It was suggested that the Ontario Elections Web site be reviewed as a mod
 
Suggestions regarding the posters and advertising included the following. 

• Colours of posters s
sometimes do not get removed from bulletin

• Include the Elections Canada Web site in large type on all co
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• Distribute pamphlets (a welcome change from e-mails – printed materials distributed door to 

ed circuit television in residences and on campus. 
 

nce and not 
the residence street address. Educational institutions could provide Elections Canada with the 

be treated as 

dent cards that 
he student’s 

local address, either on campus (i.e. a residence) or off campus. This would enable the student 
 a different 

 concerns 

mbedded into 
eader to access 

E  list of students to Elections Canada. However, concern 
g access, 

same person. 

 
 in the ridings 

gement of 
utremont and 

d by the Voter Identification Requirements 
 
The experience of Elections Canada’s field officers in administering by-elections under the new 
voter identification requirements shows that although the new rules represent a significant change 
in voter identification requirements, the regime was well received by electors. Even those electors 
who were not aware of the new identification requirements were able to quickly adapt and produce 
the required documentation. In a number of polling stations, several election officers interviewed 
noted cases of individuals who could not produce the required documents but returned later with 
the appropriate identification to vote.   
  

door are successful again). 

• Distribute bookmarks and/or advertise at campus bookstores. 

• Run advertising/video on clos

3.3.5 Other Suggested Solutions 
 
Many student cards of students living on campus include only the name of the reside

correlating street address at the polling station, and then the student card could 
acceptable identification under Option 1. 
  
Participants suggested that educational institutions be encouraged to design stu
include the student’s photo and an address: the educational institution’s address or t

card to satisfy Option 1. However, it was noted that the institution address may be in
polling division than that of the on-campus residence. In addition, there are security
related to the inclusion of an address on a student card. 
 
Participants suggested that in the future, it is likely that additional information will be e
student cards via an electronic bar code. Elections Canada could then use a card r
the student’s address when the student card is presented as voter identification. 
 
Other suggestions included the following. 

• ducational institutions could provide a
was expressed regarding accuracy as well as management of the list (e.g. controllin
ensuring that the list is returned, etc.). 

• Vouching would be more useful if many students could be vouched for by the 
 
3.4 Elections Canada Field Officers 

The results of the 11 interviews present a good overview of how election officers
perceived the impact of the new voter identification requirements on both the mana
polling stations and on electors during the by-elections held in September 2007 in O
those held in Vancouver Quadra, Toronto Centre and Willowdale in March 2008. 
 
3.4.1 Challenges Presente
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Most electors were simply not aware of the new voter identification requiremen
ridings, election officers were called upon frequently to explain the new requiremen
general, the

ts. In two of the 
ts. While in 

 new requirements were well received, many electors did not comprehend the rationale 

 affected, with significant 
ulations, 

fication 
d many problems. These problems occurred in spite of a comprehensive effort to inform 

ences of the new 

etings on the 
trators of 

arget groups after the by-elections were announced. In the 
d to the general acceptance 

of the new requirements among the groups concerned. As a result, fewer problems than expected 

ion  
 

se the list of 
ification. As  
d population 

CEO-authorized 
c reference was 

ions of the country). 

pt 
as voter identification specific documents that have been created by seniors/long-term care 

tions, homeless shelters, 
student residences, and other similar organizations. Acceptance of identification bracelets issued by 

t procedures 
hese 
mentation to 

managers and/or administrators of these organizations.  
 
3.4.3 Suggested Changes to the Letters of Attestation of Residence 
 
Interviewees suggested that the rules regarding letters of attestation of residence be changed to 
allow the managers and administrators of seniors/long-term care facilities, homeless shelters and 
student residences to issue one letter of attestation of residence for all the residents of their facility.   
 

for the change. 
 
Homeless people and seniors/long-term care facility residents were most
negative consequences on their ability to vote. In the ridings with large student pop
students who were not able to produce the required mix of documents and identi
encountere
the administrators and occupants of diverse facilities, shelters and student resid
requirements.   
 
In several by-election ridings, election officers arranged a significant number of me
subject of the new voter identification requirements with gatekeepers and adminis
organizations representing the four t
opinions of the officers involved, these meeting significantly contribute

were encountered.  
 
3.4.2 Suggested Changes to the CEO-Authorized List of Identificat

For the majority of those interviewed, there is a strong need to revisit and revi
acceptable identification to allow more types of documents to be accepted as ident
part of the revision, special attention should be paid to provincial characteristics an
dimensions. 
 
Several individuals interviewed strongly recommended that the current list of 
identification be revised and expanded to be more nationally representative (specifi
made several times to “public curator” as a term that is unknown in various reg
 
A number of interviewees also strongly recommended that current procedures be revised to acce

facilities, welfare agencies, social service agencies, police organiza

these organizations to their residents should also be considered. Similarly, curren
should be revised to accept certified photocopies of CEO-authorized identification. T
suggestions would give additional authority for producing acceptable pieces of docu
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3.4.4 Feedback and Suggestions on Communications and Outreach 

 appropriate 
d 

to be developed before the next federal election. As well, additional advertising should be 

 field officers interviewed for communication and outreach aimed at 

g they are 
 attractive to youth and posted in high-traffic areas such as residences and other on-

 letter of attestation of residence for all 

•

 increasing collaboration among community relations officers 

ould be 
ly other major 

Outreach activities would be most beneficial for all groups if they could begin long before elections 
ach would result  

One-on-one 
rget 

e actual  

 
rtainly be put 
ss people, new 

ensus among those 
ing relationship featuring regular meetings and exchanges of information 

tributing to 

ional report on homeless people prepared this year by one of the 
returning officers should receive wide circulation and be considered part of the overall identification 
of issues and solutions presented in the broader study on the Voter Identification Requirements 
Stakeholder Engagement.   
 
Most of the individuals interviewed also stressed that the voter identification requirements need to 
be revised to reflect regional realities and customs. A similar argument was made for the 
customization of generic communications and outreach materials to specific regions, specific target 
groups, and diverse ethnic groups. 
 

 
There was consensus among those interviewed that simplified, varied and visually
communication and outreach materials, with different approaches for different target groups, nee

undertaken in community and/or student newspapers. 
  
Specific suggestions by the
students included: 

• advertising in movie theatres 

• increasing the quantity and quality of posters, flyers and other materials; ensurin
visually
campus sites 

• allowing student residence administrators to produce one
residents 

 undertaking ongoing outreach programs between and during elections 

• increasing Elections Canada’s electronic and social media presence 

•
 
Many of those interviewed suggested that additional community relations officers sh
appointed to undertake outreach with seniors/long-term care facilities and possib
target groups of electors.  
 

are announced. The field officers interviewed strongly believe that ongoing outre
in fewer problems on election day and easier administration of elections in general. 
actions and contact by community relations officers and returning officers with the ta
organizations are seen as the most productive way to mitigate problems before th
election day.   

There is a shared belief among the field officers interviewed that more effort can ce
into activities involving youth in general and students specifically, as well as homele
Canadians, and seniors/long-term care facility residents. There was strong cons
interviewed that an ongo
with gatekeeper organizations is possibly one of the most productive activities con
successful administration of federal elections. 
 
It was also noted that the nat
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A number of those interviewed suggested that Elections Canada provide a Power
on the subject of voter identification, together with other electronic too

Point presentation 
ls for field officers to provide 

.  

loped specifically with 
l kit” of Elections 

 would be 
nity relations officers 
ed that at least one 

sted that an Elections Canada business card be provided to 
them to give additional weight to the community work they undertake during elections. 

be changed to allow 
ch multiple 

. Several individuals interviewed also noted the need for returning officers to have a greater 
ting diverse types of documents as identification, which would 
 to vote. Several interviewees suggested that Elections 

ar an oath in order 

ng officers, field 
munity relations officers before the next federal election to develop a list of 

best practices and approaches utilized in communications and outreach across the country. The 
 and outreach 

 general and with the 
ally. It was also strongly recommended that there 

ns Canada and field 

increase its profile 
. Field officers 

 
Several election officers interviewed suggested that Elections Canada develop a short video 
presentation on the subject of voting and voter identification requirements, showing “voting 
situations” involving target populations: homeless people, new Canadians and seniors. The video 
could be part of the Elections Canada Web site and could be made available to the gatekeeper 
organizations of the audiences involved for internal promotion. Versions of the video could be 
produced in many of the mainstream languages, using actors from the relevant target groups of 
new Canadians. 
 

customized texts and documents, such as posters and flyers, to their stakeholders
 
Several individuals interviewed suggested that a new training video be deve
communications and outreach activities in mind, based on the “communications too
Canada materials and on best practices collected from field officers. Such a video
especially beneficial for new returning officers, field liaison officers and commu
involved in administering federal elections for the first time. It was also suggest
segment of the video should focus on cultural awareness and sensitivity training. Several 
community relations officers sugge

 
3.4.5 Possible Legislative Changes 
 
A number of those interviewed suggested that the vouching (Option 3) rules 
managers and administrators of the various target organizations and facilities to vou
times
degree of flexibility in terms of accep
enable electors to exercise their right
Canada consider the Ontario Elections approach, which allows individuals to swe
to vote.  
 
Other Comments 
 
Several of the interviewees strongly recommended conducting a survey of returni
liaison officers and com

survey could also collect suggestions from field officers on future communications
tools and activities that would assist in the overall administration of elections in
issue of voter identification requirements specific
be a more frequent and ongoing program of communications between Electio
officers across the country.  
 
A number of those interviewed also suggested that Elections Canada needs to 
across the country to create a better understanding of its mandate and activities
should be consulted and involved in such a promotion. 
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3.5 By-election Candidates and Members of Parliament 

ct of the new voter 
tions held on 

entre and 
operative and 

 were interested 
 New Voter Identification 
lts of the study in due course.  

ents 

 raised by electors 
fter the 
 during the 

ost occurrences 
tly noted group 

ost numerous group 
); and homeless people (in two of the by-election ridings). The majority of 

ignificant or 
culties occurred 

and efficiently 

r noted that 
tion and in the days immediately after 

identification 
 of the new 

 urban centres.   

d to: 

, seniors, new 

nts on voting day 

• general confusion about acceptable documents (seniors, new Canadians) 
 

While the issue of new voter identification requirements was not considered a dominant one by the 
other six candidates, a few did note that the subject came up occasionally, particularly with students 
and ethnic voters (new Canadians). Among both these groups, there tend to be frequent moving of 
households and corresponding address changes. The new voter identification requirements were 
therefore viewed by at least four candidates as another disincentive to voting by ethnic Canadians 
and students.  
 

 
The results of the 14 interviews provide a good overview of the perceived impa
identification requirements on both candidates and electors during the by-elec
September 17, 2007, in Outremont and those held in Vancouver Quadra, Toronto C
Willowdale on March 17, 2008. All of the interviewed candidates were both co-
forthcoming with their views, opinions and experiences during the by-elections and
in Elections Canada’s overall project on Stakeholder Engagement on
Requirements. All of those interviewed would like to receive the resu
 
3.5.1 Challenges Presented by the Voter Identification Requirem
 
Two thirds of the candidates interviewed did not encounter any specific problems
related to the new voter identification requirements, either during the campaign or a
by-election. The other candidates interviewed encountered a number of issues both
campaign and after the by-elections among four groups of electors: seniors (m
involving lack of documentation/identification); students (the second most frequen
encountering problems with proving their address); new Canadians (the third m
with address difficulties
the candidates did not believe the new voter identification requirements were a s
controversial issue. A number of the candidates interviewed noted that when diffi
during the actual voting procedures in their polling stations, these were quickly 
handled by election officers. 
 
In one of the March 17, 2008 by-election ridings, one candidate’s campaign manage
well over 100 calls were received on the day of the by-elec
from voters who had encountered difficulty in casting a vote due to the new voter 
requirements. The majority of calls were from seniors who were simply not aware
requirements. Among those candidates whose offices received calls after the by-election on this 
subject, the calls came primarily from seniors, students and new Canadians in large
 
Most problems, both during and after the by-election, were relate

• lack of documents showing current address (among homeless people, students
Canadians and new arrivals in the province) 

• lack of knowledge and understanding of the new voter identification requireme
(among seniors, new Canadians); and 
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3.5.2 Suggested Changes to the CEO-Authorized List of Identification  

s to the Letters of Attestation of Residence 
 

 

active in its 
unications and outreach activities between (and during) elections to overcome apathy and 

 during the 

 that Elections Canada develop and 
h clearer and 

gh Elections Canada’s 
d outreach activities, the Elections Canada Web site and through 

d community newspapers. 

ols on the subject of voter identification requirements provided by several 

complexity, including 

d posters and householders (currently seen as too complex) 

 

• more effort by Elections Canada in educating people on the importance of voting 
 
3.5.5 Possible Legislative Changes 
 
Several candidates offered a number of suggestions for simplifying the voter identification 
requirements. Among the notable ideas was a $100 federal income tax credit to Canadians who 
vote, creation of a specific Elections Canada voter identification card and on-line voter registration. 
 
 

 
No specific suggestions were made.  
 
3.5.3 Suggested Change

No specific suggestions were made.  
 
3.5.4 Feedback and Suggestions on Communications and Outreach
 
Several candidates believe that Elections Canada needs to become more pro
comm
encourage people to vote. In ridings with students, Elections Canada needs to have well informed 
and helpful election officers to assist students with voting options, both before and
election. 
 
For the next federal election, many candidates recommended
make available to candidates (and the electorate in general) a new range of tools wit
more simplified information about the voter identification requirements, throu
own communications an
advertising, which should include free dailies an
 
Suggestions for to
candidates included: 

• revised documentation with simple and clear language 

• simple to use and simple to understand information for new Canadians, in languages spoken in 
the various ridings 

• generic documents in electronic format that could be adapted by candidates’ offices 

• generic, plain language materials in different formats and levels of 
downloadable texts from the Elections Canada Web site 

• revised, more easily understoo

• simpler ads in the media and especially in free and community newspapers 

• one simple document for voters explaining the voter identification requirements
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4. Recommendations 

s to the CEO-Authorized List of Identification      

Recommendation 1 

r provincial service agencies and organizations 

rs, missions,  
 National Institute for the Blind (CNIB), etc.) 

ambulance 

• nce 

 as a card or the identification bracelets issued by 

and housing documentation 

r similar cheque cashing service) receipts 

mpanies, etc. 

ments from educational institutions about fees, bursaries, awards, 

holding power of attorney, lawyers, public trustees, or legal guardians, 

lice, parole officers, etc. 
 
Recommendation 2 
Accept self-printed electronic documents (such as utility bills, etc., delivered via the Internet). 
 
Recommendation 3 
In revising voter identification requirements and the list of acceptable identification, reflect both 
national and regional realities and types of available documentation.  
 

 
4.1 Change
 

Expand the list of CEO-authorized identification pieces to include: 
 
Documentation Issued by local, municipal and/o

• identification cards issued by the following organizations (welfare, YMCA, shelte
Canadian

• medical and social services documents, such as pharmacy prescriptions, hospital or 
receipts, etc. 

 provincial government corresponde

• documents from long-term care facilities, such
such facilities 

 
Financial 

• Money Mart (o

• monthly statements of care/rent 

• leases 

• admission forms 

• bills and electronic statements from banks, credit card companies, cell phone co

• print and electronic docu
loans, etc. 

 
Documentation from legal authorities 

• letters from individuals 
including parents of students 

• justice system reports and papers issued by courts, po
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4.2 Administrative Procedures for Voter Identification  

vice organizations to issue one letter of 
idence for all the occupants of their respective facility.   

 5 
f “responsible authorities,” (organizations and their staff) able to issue letters of 

Recommendation 6 

n 7 
ed by two different 

authorized agencies and services, such as seniors/long-term care facilities, student residences, 
, police organizations, homeless shelters and others, with 

ntification and proof of residency documentation, including the 
ty in addition to 

clearly explain the 
ion options and voter identification requirements. The “plain language” 

deral election 
isements, 

radio announcements, etc.). Avoid placing the list of CEO-authorized identification on 
cations tools such as posters; instead, develop specific tools that contain only the 

munications and 

s and community 

Recommendation 11 
Develop a comprehensive, multi-year external communications and outreach strategy and action 
plan designed to reflect both the national mandate of Elections Canada and the regional and 
demographic realities of Canadian society and geography. As part of the strategy, develop both 
formal and informal partnerships with key national and provincial organizations representing the 
major target stakeholder groups for joint outreach and communications activities. A separate but 
integrated component of the strategy and action plan should focus on Canada’s youth and include 
innovative new media and social media approaches to youth communications. Include an internal 
component with the external communications and outreach strategy.  

 
Recommendation 4 
Allow managers and administrators of identified facilities/ser
attestation of res
 
Recommendation
Expand the list o
attestation of residence. 
 

Increase the number and operating hours of mobile polling stations and determine locations in 
collaboration with administrators of diverse service organizations.   
 
Recommendatio
Allow homeless individuals to use two letters of attestation of residence issu
organizations as proof of identity. 
 
Recommendation 8 
Enable Elections Canada field officers to work with stakeholder groups to expand the list of 

welfare agencies, social service agencies
a view to creating specific voter ide
ability to certify photocopies and other documents and to attest to a person’s identi
issuing the letter of attestation of residence.  
 
4.3 Communications and Outreach 
 
Recommendation 9 
Develop new, basic, plain-language information materials in diverse formats that 
three voter identificat
restatement of the options and the requirements should be consistently used in all fe
documents and communications to/with electors (e.g. posters, householders, advert
Web site, 
general communi
list. Include relevant contact information (Web site and 1-800 number) on all com
outreach materials. 
 
Recommendation 10 
Expand placement of Elections Canada advertisements to include free dailie
newspapers. 
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Recommendation 12 
Develop a comprehensive “Elections Canada Communications and Outreach Tool
and made available to divers

 Kit”, tailored to 
e stakeholder groups and partners, as well as to field officers. The kit 

 such as generic texts, posters, fliers, advertisements, etc., designed to 
 and documents to 

 of voting by individuals from various stakeholder groups, as 
ationale of the 

• ocumentation, with texts designed to reflect the differences 

s for the use of the tools and texts in the kit 

tion and tools specifically targeted to 

ing outreach program (between and during elections) 

nd seniors/long-

facilities 

 15 
g Canadians with 

ach activities by 
m would be to 

program should 
n plan.  

Recommendation 16 
Establish an ongoing Advisory Group on Outreach and Communications, with a well-defined 
mandate and representation from key stakeholder groups, and various working groups to focus on 
a specific stakeholder community (such as youth and students, homeless people, new Canadians, 
seniors/long-term care facility residents, etc.). Continue the current momentum and relationships 
developed in the context of the 2008 Voter Identification Requirements Stakeholder Engagement 
Project and maintain dialogue with the three target groups of stakeholders, both at the national and 
the local levels. 
 

would contain, among other tools: 

• a PowerPoint presentation on voter identification 

• electronic resources,
enable diverse organizations and service groups to customize texts, graphics
their specific stakeholders 

• a DVD or video showing scenes
well as voting procedures and voter identification requirements, together with a r
importance of voting; the purpose of the video would be to demystify and explain the voting 
process, and to motivate people to vote 

 different language versions of the d
among diverse demographic groups 

• guidelines and standard
 
Recommendation 13 
Redesign the Elections Canada Web site to provide informa
the identified stakeholder groups. 
 
Recommendation 14 
Expand the Community Relations Officer Program to: 

• create an ongo

• expand activities involving youth, students, homeless people, new Canadians, a
term care facility residents; and 

• establish new community relations officer positions for seniors/long-term care 
 
Recommendation
Develop an “Elections Canada Outreach Ambassadors” program by identifyin
credible voices, high public recognition and political neutrality, and supporting outre
these Canadians among the target stakeholder groups. The objective of the progra
decrease voter apathy and stress the importance of voting by all Canadians. The 
be fully integrated with the overall communications and outreach strategy and actio
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4.4 Suggestions for Legislative Change 

dian Institute for 
zations representing Canada’s Aboriginal people, such as the Indian Status 

Card, and other similar identification cards issued by recognized national and provincial 

n 18 
ions Canada voter identification card. 

 

istration process. 

ching” by authorized individuals.  
 

f the Ontario Elections approach, which would allow individuals to swear an 

n 22 
e outreach with 

s of electors. Provide 
s officers and 

n 23 
rning officers 

, outreach, 
sibility of 
ivities, including 

n 24 
gram through the 
 and compatible 
 of activities 

oss the country. 
tential for using existing Elections Canada field resources (such as REVISE teams) 

for outreach activities, based on an overall “customer-centric” approach to field work.   
 
Recommendation 25 
Develop and implement a comprehensive internal communications strategy and action plan 
designed to systematically improve communications and employee engagement between Elections 
Canada and field election officers and within Elections Canada. As part of the research for the 
strategy, survey field officers and national staff to develop and widely share a compendium of best 
practices of election communications and outreach activities in general and with specific 
stakeholder groups. 

 
Recommendation 17 
Under Option 1, consider the acceptance of identification cards issued by the Cana
the Blind (CNIB), organi

organizations and authorities. 
 
Recommendatio
Examine the feasibility of creating a specific, national Elect

Recommendation 19 
Consider the feasibility of creating an on-line voter reg
 
Recommendation 20 
Create a provision for “serial vou

Recommendation 21 
Consider the inclusion o
oath in lieu of authorized identification.  
 
4.5 Internal Actions 
 
Recommendatio
Appoint additional community relations officers in large urban centres to undertak
seniors/long-term care facility residents and possibly other major target group
generic, customizable Elections Canada business cards to all community relation
other field officers as appropriate.  
 
Recommendatio
Expand current training programs to include deputy returning officers, assistant retu
and community relations officers and include training modules on communications
demographic and cultural sensitivities, judgment and discretion. Examine the pos
developing a new training video with a focus on communications and outreach act
examples of best practices.   
 
Recommendatio
Create increased capacity for an enhanced stakeholder relations and outreach pro
addition of new headquarters position(s), creation and maintenance of coordinated
national, regional and local databases of stakeholders, and increased coordination
between Elections Canada and field election officers, and among field officers acr
Examine the po
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4.6 Future Stakeholder Engagement Activities 

including 
erse stakeholder groups; identification of challenges and results for 

each group, correlated with specific engagement strategies and activities; consultative 

he best 
nadians 

uctured session 
large urban centres, with a 

view to determining the specific challenges and practical mitigating approaches. Pending the results 
of such a session, validate the outcomes with the representatives of the organizations serving new 
Canadians through structured interviews or other appropriate engagement methods.  
 

 
Recommendation 26 
Develop and implement a multi-year stakeholder relations strategy and action plan, 
definition and identification of div

mechanisms; and internal dimensions. 
 
Recommendation 27 
Reassess the need to engage groups representing new Canadians to determine t
approaches to develop relationships and activities to mitigate the challenges new Ca
encounter with voting in federal elections. The first step in the process may be a str
with dedicated community relations officers and returning officers from 
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n Sessions – 
 Glance 

ession 2 – 
d Solutions 

ession 3 – 
ecommend 

 Session 4 – 
ch Opportunities 

6. Discussion Session 5 – 
Concluding Remarks 

7. Direct Questions 

 
1. Discussio

Agenda at a

2. Discussion Session 1 – 
Introduction  

3. Discussion S
Challenges an

4. Discussion S
Review and R
Adjustments to the List 

5. Discussion
Outrea

Stakeholder Engagement on 
New Voter Identification  

Requirements 
 

Facilitation Guide 



 

1. Discussion Sessions – Agenda at a Glance 
 

Session  Time 
Allocation 

Session Description 

Discussion 
Session 1 
Introduction 

20 m e facilitator will introduce him/herself to the session participants. 
 and observers to introduce 

pected 

ses to them. 

inutes • Th
 • The facilitator will call on the session participants

themselves. 
• The facilitator will outline the purpose of the session, the ex

outcomes/results and review the session agenda. 
• The facilitator will ask for questions and provide respon

Discussion 
Session 2 
Challenges and 

45 m ill guide the participants through a mini strengths, weaknesses, 
ats (SWOT) analysis, designed to unearth challenges and 

ct to the implementation of the new voter 

olutions to each 

Solutions 

inutes • The facilitator w
 opportunities and thre

solutions/opportunities with respe
identification requirements. 

• Session Output:  
− A refined list of challenges 
− A set of corresponding s

Health Break  15 minutes 
Discussion 
Session 3 
Review and 
Recommend 
Adjustments to 
the List 

45 m
 

iew of the list of 
da. 

ermine whether additions or changes could be made to the list authorized 
nges 

on with other identification 

ol for electors  

 authorized by the 
ef Electoral Officer 

or the target 

inutes • The facilitator will guide the session participants through a rev
identification authorized by the Chief Electoral Officer of Cana

• The session participants will be called upon to: 
− det

by the Chief Electoral Officer in order to reduce challe
− discuss the use of letters of attestation in conjuncti

authorized by the Chief Electoral Officer 
− discuss whether they consider vouching to be a useful to

• Session Output: 
− A list of suggestions designed to improve the list

Chi
− Feedback on vouching as a means of identification f

audiences 
Discussi
Session

on 
 4  

 
unities  

h a discussion designed to 
ne how Elections Canada can best communicate information on the new 

voter identification requirements to target groups that are likely to experience 
challenges. 

• Session Output:  
− A list of recommendations on how Elections Canada can communicate 

the new voter identification requirements to the target audiences 

Outreach
Opport

30 minutes • The facilitator will guide the session participants throug
determi

Discussion 
Session 5 
Concluding 
Remarks 

10 minutes 
 

• The Elections Canada representative will thank the participants for their 
contributions. 
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2. Discussion Session 1 – Introduction 
 

Session  Time 
Allocation 

Session Description 
 

Introduction 20 m will introduce him/herself to the session participants. 
ts and observers to 

expected 

• The facilitator will ask participants for any initial questions that they 
 formal discussions. 

inutes  • The facilitator 
• The facilitator will call on the session participan

introduce themselves. 
• The facilitator will outline the purpose of the session, the 

outcomes/results and review the session agenda. 

would like to raise prior to proceeding with the more
Facilitation Notes an
• Facilitator Introduction  

− First and foremost, I would like to thank all of you for taking the time out of your bu
today. 

d Process  

sy schedules to meet here 

>> and I will be facilitating our discussions over the next several hours and <<name>> 
cellence in 

ertise in public 

ductions 
 Canada to provide 

rganization you 

and gatekeepers 
lities, homeless people 

 stakeholders in a 
 Canada Elections 
ools used by 

enting the new voter 
e already been completed in northern Canada and further 

ational representative 

nd, therefore, you may 
 rules.  

<name of riding>> 
re their perspective and ideas on how best to implement the new voter identification requirements in 

anticipation of future by-elections or a general election.  
• Participant Expectations and Scope of the Discussions 

− I am required at this point in our conversation to clearly state that these sessions are for discussion 
purposes only and they are not classified or defined as a public consultation. However, Elections 
Canada is seeking your advice, ideas and suggestions on implementing the new voter identification 
requirements set out in the Canada Elections Act. Your feedback will be reported in its entirety.  

− If you have any questions or comments now or at any time during this session, please stop me and ask your 
question(s). 

 
 

− My name is <<name
will be capturing and reporting on our conversations. We are both from the Centre for Ex
Communications (CEC), an Ottawa-based consulting company with specialized exp
engagement, participatory facilitation and communications.  

• Participant Intro
− Before beginning my formal introduction, I would like to call on <<name>> from Elections

us with a short welcome and introduction to this session.  
− Now I would like to ask each one of you to introduce yourself and give the name of the o

represent.  
• Session Introduction  

− Elections Canada contracted the CEC to identify and meet with selected representatives 
from three distinct stakeholder groups – seniors and residents of long-term care faci
and students. Specifically, we have been asked to engage the representatives of these
series of discussions about the recent changes made by the Parliament of Canada to the
Act with respect to voter identification. We have provided each of you with a selection of t
Elections Canada to communicate the changes made to voter identification.  

− Elections Canada would like to better understand the challenges associated with implem
identification requirements. Discussions hav
sessions are now being planned for June and July 2008. Also, a limited number of n
organizations in Ottawa will be asked to participate in similar discussions. 

− We have targeted <<name of riding>>, because a recent by-election was held here a
have first-hand information about elector response to the new voter identification

− We have also taken this opportunity to invite other similar organizations from outside of <
to secu
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• Session Outcomes 
− Today’s discussions have three intended outcomes:  

 to identify potential challenges to the new voter identification requirements among t
brainstorm possible solutions to these challenges 

he target groups and 

al documents 
ntity and address in order to vote (option 2) 

ents to the audiences 

t to seek feedback on making changes to the voter 
iament of Canada but rather it is specifically focussed on 

how best to implement the new provisions. 
− Before moving on, do you have any questions or comments? 

 to recommend possible adjustments to the list of CEO-authorized identification and offici
that can be used to prove ide

 to provide ideas on how best to communicate the new voter identification requirem
and constituencies that you represent 

− I would like to reiterate that today’s objective is no
identification requirements as passed by the Parl
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3. Discussion Session 2 – Challenges and Solutions 
 

Session 
 

Time 
Allocation 

Session Description 

Challenges and 
Solutions 

45 m ini SWOT analysis 
ed to unearth challenges and solutions/opportunities with respect 

oter identification requirements  

− A refined list of challenges  

inutes • The facilitator will guide the participants through a m
 design

to the implementation of the new v
• Session Output:  

− A set of corresponding solutions to each  
Facilitation Notes and Process  
• Session Purpose 

tunities to specific 
s. 

sing documentation provided by Elections Canada and adapted for these sessions by the CEC, the facilitator 
ts will be provided 

ew voter identification 

rainstorming technique, ask the session participants to identify challenges that might affect the 
ter identification requirements. The 

ll probe the session participants to ensure general agreement on the nature and scope of the 

ns to overcome the 

art.   

 the voter identification requirements? Please 

of riding>>:  
 Did any individuals from the community you represent provide feedback to you about the new federal 

requirements for voter identification? (Note to facilitators: Quebec and Ontario have provincial voter 
identification requirements that are slightly different from federal requirements, while British Columbia has 
legislation pending that is similar to federal requirements.) Please describe. 

• Direction to Facilitator 
− At the conclusion of this session, the facilitator will seek consensus on the identified challenges and 

corresponding solutions before moving onto the next agenda item.  

− The purpose of this session will be to unearth challenges and recommend solutions/oppor
challenges with respect to the implementation of the new voter identification requirement

• Direction to Facilitator 
− U

will outline the current requirements with respect to voter identification. Note: All participan
with a householder to refer to. 

− The facilitator will outline the three options available to voters in the context of the n
rules. 

− Using a basic b
individuals in the community that they represent with respect to the new vo
facilitator wi
identified challenges. 

− The facilitator will next ask the session participants to identify potential opportunities/solutio
identified challenges.  

− The facilitator should record the challenges and corresponding suggestions on a flip ch
• Direct Questions  

− First, I would like to ask those of you who live and/or work in <<name of riding>>:  
 received any feedback about the changes made to Have you

describe. 
− Second, for those of you who live outside of <<name 
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4. Discussion Session 3 – Review and Recommend Adjustments 
 

 
to the List

Session 
 

Time 
Allocation 

Session Description 

Review and 
Recommend 
Adjustments to 
the List 

45 m
 

on participants through a review of the list 
of Canada 

ges could be made to the list 
 reduce challenges 

ion with other 
ficer 

eful tool for electors  

− A list of suggestions designed to improve the list authorized by 
the Chief Electoral Officer 

ification for the target 

inutes • The facilitator will guide the sessi
of identification authorized by the Chief Electoral Officer 
(checklist will be provided to each participant). 

• The session participants will be called upon to: 
− determine whether additions or chan

authorized by the Chief Electoral Officer in order to
− discuss the use of letters of attestation in conjunct

identification authorized by the Chief Electoral Of
− discuss whether they consider vouching to be a us

• Session Output:  

− Feedback on vouching as a means of ident
audiences 

Facilitation Notes and Process  
• Session Purposes 

− determine whether additions or changes could be made to the list authorized by the Chief Electoral Officer in 

y the Chief Electoral 

 the CEC, the facilitator will 
nt of the “identity cards” and “original documents” approved by 
s. 

ipants the following questions: 
k that they would have 

in their 

e of identification 
ing their address. Letters of attestation can be issued by responsible authorities of shelters, soup 

kitchens, student or senior residences, long-term care facilities and Aboriginal band offices upon request from 
the elector. The elector can then use the letter of attestation and a second piece of ID from the list of 
identification documents authorized by the Chief Electoral Officer as proof of identity and address. 

− The facilitator will ask session participants the following questions: 
 Were you previously aware of the use of a letter of attestation? 
 From your perspective, are letters of attestation useful tools for electors in the community that you represent? 
 Within your organization, would you be the individual with the authority to provide an elector with a letter of 

attestation? 
 

order to reduce challenges 
− discuss the use of letters of attestation in conjunction with the other identification authorized b

Officer 
− discuss whether they consider vouching to be a useful tool for electors  

• Direction to Facilitator 
− Using documentation provided by Elections Canada and adapted for this session by

guide the session participants through the conte
nd addresElections Canada as proof of identity a

− The facilitator will ask the session partic
 From your experience with individuals in the community that you represent, do you thin

any of the identification described on the list?  
 Which pieces of identification outlined on the list do you think they would most likely have 

possession? 
lete?   Do you think that the CEO-authorized list is comp

 What would you suggest adding to the list? 
− The facilitator will define a “letter of attestation”: 

 A letter of attestation of residence can be provided to electors who cannot provide a piec
establish
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 Are there any particular tools that you need from Elections Canada to assist you 

of attestation? 
with the issuance of letters 

rticular issues that occurred in the past by-election with respect to letters of 

he same polling division 
ill be required to make a sworn 
ector who has been vouched for 

cilitator will ask the participants the following questions and probe participant responses: 
g s an effective tool for the individuals you represent? 

e someone vouch for 

er person? 
 What do you think are some of the obstacles that individuals may encounter with respect to vouching? 
 Are you aware of any particular issues that occurred during the recent by-election with respect to vouching? 
 Are you aware of any other issues or concerns that occurred during the recent by-election that have not been 

discussed? If yes, what are they?   

 Are you aware of any pa
attestation? 

− The facilitator will define “vouching”: 
 An individual can ask another elector whose name appears on the list of electors in t

and who has acceptable identification to vouch for them. Both electors w
and an elstatement. An elector cannot vouch for more than one person, 

cannot vouch for another person. 
− The fa

 Do you think that vouchin  i
 Would individuals coming from the community that you represent find it easy to hav

them? 
 Who do you think they would ask? 
 Would you vouch for anoth
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5. Discussion Session 4 – Outreach Opportunities 
 

 
Session  

 
Time 

Allocation 
Session Description 

Outreach 
Opportunities 

30 m
 

ugh a discussion 
w Elections Canada can best communicate 

irements to target groups 

− A list of recommendations on how Elections Canada can 
communicate information on the new voter identification 

inutes • The facilitator will guide the session participants thro
designed to determine ho
information on the new voter identification requ
that are likely to experience challenges. 

• Session Output:  

requirements to the target audiences 
Facilitation Notes and Process 
• Direction to Facilitator 

− The facilitator will explain that the purpose of this session is to obtain feedback on the curren
vehicles used by Elections Canada and to identify any new communications vehicles and chan
groups that are likely to experience challenges. The facilitator will describe the communications 
E er identification requirements, i

t communications 
nels for reaching target 
tools used by 

ncluding media advertisements 
 voter information card sent to each registered 
nada has community relations officers 

l districts dependent on the numbers of electors for 
CROs were in place for recent by-elections) 

plete the following: 
ake to ensure that information on the 

new voter identification requirements reach the members of the target audience that they represent. 
− Using a round robin technique, the facili tor will move around the group and ask each person to: 

 Identify one new communications/outreach initiative that could be undertaken by Elections Canada to provide 
information on the new voter identification requirements to target groups. (Proceed until all of the new 
initiatives have been acquired from the participants.) 

− Review the recommended initiatives with the participants and then close this session. 

lections Canada to inform voters about the new vot
n(pri t and radio), a householder sent to each residence in the riding, a

n, Elections Cavoter in the riding, posters at polling stations. In additio
representing various target audiences positioned within electora
each target audience. (Facilitator can explain how many 
− The facilitator will ask the session participants the following: 

  Which of these communications did you see during the recent by-election?
 What was your initial response to these communications? 
 Are the current tools effective for the target audience you represent? 

− The facilitator will ask each participant to com
 Write down up to three initiatives that Elections Canada could undert

ta
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6. Discussion Session 5 – Concluding Remarks 
 

Session  
 

Time 
Allocation 

Session Description 

Conc
Remark

luding 
s and 

10 minutes • The Elections Canada representative will thank the participants for their 
contributions. 

Session 
Evaluation 
Faci

− Before closing this session, I would like to ask if you have any other comments that you would like to make 
concerning the new voter identification requirements.  

− I would now like to call on <<name>>, from Elections Canada, to make a few closing remarks.  

litation Notes and Process  
• Direction for Facilitator 
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7. Direct Questions 

tion 

• Did any individuals from the community you represent provide information to you about the new 
ibe. 

community that you represent, do you think that 
ribed on the list?  

ed on the list do you think they would most likely have in 
? 

e?  

he community that 

• If asked, would you provide an elector with a letter of attestation? 
 the 

h respect to 

think that vouching is an effective tool for the individuals you represent? 
 have someone 

ld ask? 

may encounter with respect to 

 of any particular issues that occurred during the recent by-election with respect 

Session 4: Outreach Opportunities 
• Which of these communications did you see during the recent by-election? 
• What was your initial response to these communications? 
• Are the current tools effective for the target audience you represent? 
 
Other Related Issues 
• Are you aware of any other issues or concerns that occurred during the recent by-election that 

have not been discussed? If yes, what are they?  

 
Session 2: Challenges and Solutions 
• Have you received any feedback about the changes made to the voter identifica

requirements? Please describe. 

requirements for voter identification? Please descr
 
Session 3: Review and Recommend Adjustments to the List 
Adjustments to the List 
• From your experience with individuals in the 

they would have any of the identification desc
• Which pieces of identification outlin

their possession
• Do you think that the CEO-authorized list is complet
• What would you suggest adding to the list? 
 
Letters of Attestation  
• Were you previously aware of the use of a letter of attestation? 
• From your perspective, are letters of attestation useful tools for electors in t

you represent? 

• Are there any particular tools that you need from Elections Canada to assist you with
issuance of letters of attestation? 

• Are you aware of any particular issues that occurred in the past by-election wit
letters of attestation? 

 
Vouching 
• Do you 
• Would individuals coming from the community that you represent find it easy to

vouch for them? 
• Who do you think they wou
• Would you vouch for another person? 
• What do you think are some of the obstacles that individuals 

vouching? 
• Are you aware

to vouching?  
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tion, electors 
ssued photo 

cation authorized 
 name and at least 

which establishes their address (Option 2). Option 3 provides for an elector to take an oath 
me polling 

 identity and 

quirements were first implemented during the September 17, 2007, 
by-elections held in Outremont (Quebec), Roberval–Lac-Saint-Jean (Quebec) and Saint-Hyacinthe–

in Desnethé–
Quadra (British 

 
ttawa, Toronto and 
uirements and their 

The sessions sought stakeholder feedback on the challenges for these population groups in 

Officer of Canada’s list of authorized identification, suggestions for Elections Canada 
entified. 

ups.  

homeless people and students) expressed concern that the new voter identification requirements 
l election. The 

opulation groups 
ocuments either 
nderstanding of 

ed as a challenge by student groups. Participants emphasized 
the importance of streamlining processes and requirements and introducing some flexibility in order 
to better accommodate the needs of people in these population groups.  
 
A measure that would significantly reduce identification challenges for these population groups 
would be to allow photocopies of documents, rather than originals, to be accepted as identification. 
In many cases, people no longer possess their original documents; however, the seniors/long-term 
care residence administrator, shelter administrator, social service agency or other organization may 
have a photocopy of the documents.  

 
 
1. Introduction 
 
The Canada Elections Act was amended in 2007. In order to vote in a federal elec
must now prove their identity and address by providing one piece of government-i
identification showing their name and address (Option 1), or two pieces of identifi
by the Chief Electoral Officer (CEO) of Canada, each of which establishes their
one of 
and be vouched for by another elector whose name is on the list of electors for the sa
division, and who has the necessary piece(s) of identification to establish his or her
address.  
 
The new voter identification re

Bagot (Quebec), and subsequently during the March 17, 2008, by-elections held 
Missinippi–Churchill River (Saskatchewan), Toronto Centre (Ontario), Vancouver 
Columbia) and Willowdale (Ontario). 

Elections Canada held four stakeholder engagement sessions (Vancouver, O
Montreal) during June and July 2008 related to the new voter identification req
impact on three population groups: seniors/long-term care facility residents, homeless people and 
students.  
 

meeting the new identification requirements, additions and amendments to the Chief Electoral 

communications and outreach and other suggested solutions to the challenges id
 
This report provides a summary of stakeholder feedback from these population gro
 
2. Overview of Stakeholder Feedback 
 
Stakeholders from each of the three population groups (seniors/long-term care facility residents, 

present challenges for members of these population groups to vote in a federa
primary challenge identified by all three stakeholder groups was the ability of the p
to prove their residential address and secondly the lack of access to identification d
due to lost or stolen ID or access to original documents. Voter apathy and lack of u
the voting process was also highlight
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There was agreement across the stakeholder groups that letters of attestation of re
useful tool. However, participants in all groups strongly recommended that one lett
of residence issued by administrators of facilities listing all residents of a seniors/lo
facility, shelter, student residence, etc. be accepted, instead of requiring a separat
voter. Issuing individual letters of attestation of residence w

sidence are a 
er of attestation 
ng-term care 
e letter for each 

ould be onerous for most facilities and 
ions related to 

estation of residence to 
aff, outreach 

, pastors, and people in similar care and/or service positions.  

of attestation of 

tion groups in 

ty bills). 

e when polling 
sidence, facility or organization could vouch for each voter. 

n to ensure clarity and 
e more examples of 

zations that would be 
considered “community service centres”). 

ps.  
 

ed by the Chief 
his report. 

Few participants 
sidence.  

hat Elections Canada proactively work with the residences, facilities, 
n institutions and others to raise awareness of both identification 

bution of pamphlets, 
ther promotional materials, use of institutional e-mail lists, attendance at 

booths and special 
ts would greatly increase opportunities for members of these population groups 

 
Other suggestions included: 

• Advertising and promotional materials should be developed to meet the needs of each 
population group.  

• Improve the Elections Canada Web site; include links to voter information designed for these 
population groups.  

• Include contact information on all material: both Web site and 1-800 number. 

organizations, many of which have limited staff and resources. Other recommendat
the process for and use of letters of attestation of residence included: 

• Expand the list of “responsible authorities” who may sign the letter of att
also include family doctors, nurses, social workers, facility managers and st
workers

• Clarify any legal obligations and/or liabilities associated with issuing letters 
residence. 

 
Other suggestions that would improve the likelihood of members of these popula
meeting the new voter identification requirements were: 

• Accept self-printed electronic documents that are delivered by Internet (e.g. utili

• Provide for “serial” vouching. This would be particularly welcomed and effectiv
stations are on-site: staff of the re

• Simplify the language used on the list of authorized pieces of identificatio
understanding (e.g. the term “public curator” is not well known) and provid
identification types and sources (e.g. provide examples of groups/organi

• Develop a “voter identification card” especially for members of these population grou

Specific suggestions for additions to the list of pieces of identification authoriz
Electoral Officer of Canada are identified with each population group section of t
 
Generally, improved communication of the new voter identification rules is needed. 
were aware of the new identification requirements and/or letters of attestation of re
 
Participants suggested t
organizations, educatio
requirements and the voting process. This could include on-site visits, distri
slide shows and o
meetings, and other activities. Participants also felt that the use of on-site voting 
polling arrangemen
to vote. 
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lling staff have a solid and common understanding of voter identification 

More specific suggestions for Elections Canada communications and outreach are included within 

 k by Population Group 

3.1 Seniors/Long-Term Care Facility Residents 

e residences 
 voter identification requirements. Although some 

to assist 
d residents about 

specially larger ones, 

lid driver’s 
nd the photograph 

is population 
rovide one piece 

Many residents of seniors and long-term care facilities no longer manage their own affairs, which 
tor or other person. 

uments, 
In addition, most 
n identification; 

ten possess 
the originals. 

n of residence 
 concerns. A key challenge is the need to issue one letter for each resident. 

For many facilities, this could present a significant administrative burden for staff, who often already 
have limited time and resources. For large facilities it could require hundreds or even thousands of 
letters be written, printed and distributed to residents. There was also concern that residents would 
likely lose or misplace a letter. 
 
Vouching was considered by participants to be of minimal applicability to this population group, due 
to the limit of one “vouching” per voucher and the requirement for a voucher to reside in the same 
polling district as the voter. 
 

• Establish community relations officers for each population group. 

• Ensure po
requirements. 

 

each population group section of this report. 
 
 
3. Summaries of Stakeholder Feedbac
 

 
3.1.1 Challenges 
 
Participants in each session emphasized that people living in seniors/long-term car
have significant challenges meeting the new
facilities may be able to take the time and/or may have the administrative resources 
residents with meeting the identification requirements, educating families an
requirements, or otherwise facilitating voting by residents, for many facilities, e
is not possible due to a lack of time and/or resources. 
 
Many seniors/long-term care residents cannot easily meet the identification requirements of 
Option 1. Presenting photo identification, such as a driver’s licence, with a local address is 
problematic: many people in seniors/long-term care residences no longer have a va
licence; if they still have a licence, it likely shows the resident’s former address, a
may be outdated.  
 
Meeting the identification requirements of Option 2 is also difficult for members of th
group. While a letter of attestation of residence from a facility administrator would p
of identification, the challenge remains for residents to provide a second piece of identification. 

may be handled by a family member, guardian, a power of attorney, public cura
As a result, these seniors/long-term care residents do not receive government doc
cheques, bills or other authorized identification items with their name and address. 
residents of seniors and long-term care facilities do not have possession of their ow
facilities usually keep photocopies, while the families of residents and/or guardians of

 
Participants felt that the current process for issuing and using a letter of attestatio
raises challenges and



 

Other challenges to meeting the new voter identification requirements for this population group 

 more permanent or long-term location, 

ation due to risk of 

ences, are not renewed due to renewal 

certificates have the person’s maiden name. 

mplicate the 

embers or others 
re are some seniors 

e anyone to help them. 

r mobile homes do not own the land and property tax receipts and 
similar correspondence are sent to the landowner. As a result, people in modular or mobile 

o culture and language. For example, within the Chinese community 
there are hundreds of dialects.  

Although not directly related to new voter identification requirements, participants noted that seniors 
 vote, such as 

thorized by 

anada add to the list of authorized 
recognized that 

ns included: 

 card. It includes photo and 
blic transportation 

nd or bracelet 
issued to and worn by residents of some seniors/long-term care facilities, usually 

including the resident’s name, health card number and address of the facility.  

• The monthly statement of care or rent, which includes the resident’s name and address. 

• The standardized lease form for residents of private facilities. Starting in February 2009, all 
private facilities in Quebec need to be certified; a criterion is to have a standardized lease for 
each resident. 

• The Admissions Form used by facilities: it includes name, address, former address, health card 
number.  

included: 

• Some residents are in interim locations as they wait for a
thereby creating a further identification or current address challenge. 

• Seniors and long-term care residents are discouraged from carrying identific
loss and theft of documents. 

• Many documents, such as passports and driver’s lic
costs. 

• For women, birth 

• There may be difficulties due to dementia or other memory issues that further co
identification process.  

• Some seniors/long-term care facility residents have the assistance of family m
to help them with voting and voter identification requirements. However, the
and long-term care facility residents who do not hav

• People living in modular o

homes would not be able to provide property tax assessments. 

• There are issues related t

 

and long-term care facility residents face other barriers that affect their ability to
mobility, capacity and other issues.  
 
3.1.2 Suggested Additions to the List of Identification Documents Au

the CEO 
 
Participants suggested that the Chief Electoral Officer for C
pieces of identification to better accommodate this population group. Participants 
there may be privacy issues related to some suggestions. The suggested additio

• The Canadian National Institute for the Blind (CNIB) identification
address and is issued to assist transportation of people, but it is not a “pu
card.” 

• Facility medical record. This usually includes a photo and address. 

• Facility identification document. This could be a card or an identification wristba
that is 
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• Cellphone bills. 

• Hospital and ambulance bills. 

orney/public trustee/guardian stating identification and residency, in 

tion of 
e accepted. With 

ch, a letter of attestation of residence containing a list of all residents’ names and signed 
eturning officer. Residents would then 
tification, such as a health card, at the 

 a resident’s 
 hospital card, facility bracelet, etc. The 

irements of 

irements and provide a 
template electronical

family doctors, care 

ach 

ion 
requirements would enable more members of this population group to vote. Outreach initiatives 

ators who are the 
 requirements 
 and/or 

lation group, it is 
ote information about the process (eligibility, where to file the letter, conditions for 

type of election and for advance polling, etc.) and tools available (e.g. letter template). 

d pamphlets, 
ew words, vivid 

colours, and pictures of seniors. Materials should include only the identification options that apply to 
this group (e.g. hospital cards, Old Age Security Identification Cards, etc.). It is also important to 
ensure that people with disabilities, especially the blind, are considered when developing 
promotional materials. 
 
Elections Canada could also produce electronic versions/templates of materials (posters, flyers, 
pamphlets, sample text for newsletters, etc.) for customizing by facilities. Materials could be used in 
newsletters, distributed to residents, given to family members, posted on bulletin boards, etc. 

• Prescription/pharmacy receipts. 

• Letter from a power of att
addition to a letter from a public curator. 

  
3.1.3 Suggestions for Letters of Attestation of Residence 
 
Participants in all sessions supported a streamlined approach to the letter of attesta
residence, and recommended that a “blanket” letter, rather than individual letters, b
this approa
by an approved authority of the facility would be given to the r
be required to provide one additional piece of authorized iden
polling station. 
 
Other suggestions related to the letter of attestation of residence included: 

• Expand the letter of attestation of residence to also include a photocopy of
identification, such as a medical card, or an imprint of a
letter would then serve as two pieces of identification, thereby meeting the requ
Option 2. 

• Provide a sample letter of attestation of residence outlining all requ
ly, which may then be customized by facilities. 

• Expand the list of authorized issuers of a letter of attestation to also include 
providers, guardians, power of attorney, and others. 

 
3.1.4 Suggestions for Elections Canada Communications and Outre
 
There was general consensus that increased communication of new voter identificat

should be targeted to residents, their families/guardians, and to facility administr
main point of contact with residents. Communication and promotion of identification
should be done well in advance of the election so that documents may be collected
retrieved. As the letter of attestation of residence is likely to be used by this popu
important to prom

 
Participants suggested that Elections Canada create materials, such as posters an
especially designed for this population group, with large text, large graphics, f
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Facilities could customize materials to highlight information of particular relevance to their residents 

irements with 
lections Canada could establish community relations officers for 

this population group. It is also important to ensure polling staff are trained in how to work with 

unications 

ilies (for example, in newsletters) so that they 

n for facilities to present to residents.  

l information on 
ernet, but 

 a program in which facilities could appoint a “mascot” to promote voting with residents. 

• Identify a point of contact within each facility – the person who would facilitate the voting of the 
essarily the executive director or CEO). Maintain the list of contacts between 

de downloadable 

Participants had the opportunity to comment on the posters and advertisements that were provided 
007 and spring 2008 by-elections. It was noted that for the 

amples shown were for the most part 
is population group, the materials were too 

ective. Some participants felt that the 
takes up too much room and is not relevant 

• Posters should be colourful, with less text and more graphics. 

• All text and graphics, including maps, should be very large. 

• Ensure both English and French versions use the same layout.  

• The URL for the Elections Canada Web site should be part of all materials. 

• Advertise in the free newspapers (e.g. 24 Hours, Metro News, community newspapers) in 
addition to or instead of the traditional dailies. 

and to provide facility staff contact information.  
 
Some facilities would appreciate Elections Canada officials visiting to discuss requ
residents. It was suggested that E

seniors/long-term care facility residents. 
 
Participants provided a number of suggestions for outreach activities and comm
materials, including: 

• Encourage facilities to communicate with fam
know that residents can vote, what identification is required, and what help is available (e.g. 
letter of attestation).  

• Develop a “tips” sheet for facilities, including timelines. 

• Elections Canada could provide a PowerPoint presentatio

• Include a phone number (1-800 if possible) as well as a Web site for additiona
all materials and in print, radio and television advertising. Not all residents use the Int
many residents have telephones and would call for more information. 

• Create
Elections Canada could provide promotional items such as pins or T-shirts. 

residents (not nec
elections. 

• Improve the Elections Canada Web site so that it is more user-friendly. Inclu
documents that can be printed and distributed and/or posted on a bulletin board. 

 
Posters and Advertising  
 

by Elections Canada during the fall 2
general population, the layout and messaging on the s
considered appropriate. However, for members of th
busy, too technical, too wordy, and too complicated to be eff
character with the “X” on his head (on the householder) 
or appropriate. 
 
Other comments and suggestions included: 
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• Include a full list of authorized pieces of identification on at least some ads or m
example on voter cards. When listing the pieces, group like items to 
A list of identification documents should 

aterials, for 
make the list more concise. 

be produced for each province/territory, as 
tion documents vary. 

ers in this 

sense of autonomy be assured and maintained for seniors and long-term care residents throughout 
nada should 

licated or onerous 

copies of original 
uments for residents. At 

ith a letter of 
n, facilities 

s of the 
sented.  

ion processes, 

dian passport should be sufficient proof of identity under Option 1, when accompanied 

 is admitted, and 
sily retrieved on 

nfirm the List of 
red identification 

lling station is on-site in a facility, allow a staff member to attest to the identity and 

care facility would issue two documents for each resident, one being a letter of attestation of 
residence and the other a financial statement or similar document, each with the resident’s 
name and the facility address. This would meet the identification requirements under Option 2. It 
was suggested that a template be developed by Elections Canada to demonstrate what would 
be acceptable. 

• The City of Toronto holds “identity clinics” for homeless people and issues identification cards to 
them. This process could be reviewed for applicability to seniors/long term care residents. 

 

provincial/territorial identifica
 
3.1.5 Other Suggested Solutions 
 
Participants stressed the importance of addressing identification challenges for vot
population group, as many still have a strong desire to vote. It is important that privacy, dignity and 

the process of confirming identification for voting. Their pride in being a citizen of Ca
not be underestimated or ignored. 
 
Overall, simplification of the identification requirements is recommended, as comp
procedures produce anxiety and confusion for these voters. 
 
Many participants strongly urged Elections Canada to accept certified photo
documents. Most seniors/long-term care facilities keep photocopies of doc
voting time, a certified copy could be given to residents for identification, along w
attestation of residence. It was further suggested that at the time of intake or admissio
open a file for “voting identification” for the incoming resident and insert photocopie
appropriate documents. When an election is held, these can be retrieved and pre
 
Participants offered a number of other suggestions for simplifying voter identificat
including: 

• A Cana
by the voter information card. 

• Elections Canada could develop a “voter’s identification card” specifically for people in 
seniors/long-term care residences. The card could be created when a person
kept with the seniors/long-term care facility administrator. It could then be ea
voting day. 

• The seniors/long-term care facility and Elections Canada work together to co
Electors against the list of current residents. The resulting list would be conside
for residents to vote.  

• When a po
residency of voters. 

• Accept two identification documents from the same source. For example, the seniors/long-term 
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3.2 Homeless People 

resent significant 
irst Nations 

, and others. 
y photo identification or documents with an 

a homeless person. 

 who are 
ere is a large black market 

n because of risk of 
lex. Most members 

.  

f attestation of residence to provide one piece of 
ver, the 
cation. A letter of 

ment to any agency 

is population group, as the voucher must be a registered voter in the 
er may only vouch for one voter. This greatly limits the ability 

ve anyone to 
similar circumstances 

o live in shelters could use the shelter’s address, homeless people living 
quirements. 

eir document. 

ification. 

re often used 

• For some transition shelters, the address is not published for security or safety reasons. 

• Some people have been out of the mainstream for many years and identification they have may 
be outdated (i.e. the photo and/or address). 

• There are literacy challenges in the homeless community that make it difficult for some 
individuals to understand the identification requirements. There are also challenges related to 
some individuals’ capacity to vote (e.g. fear).  

 

 
3.2.1 Challenges 
 
Participants in each session felt that the new voter identification requirements p
barriers for marginalized and indigent people to vote, including homeless people, F
people (especially women), people recently released from correctional institutions
People in these population groups often do not have an
address; very few of the authorized pieces of identification would be held by 
The requirement for “original” documents is another major barrier.  
 
Participants noted that when cards or other identification items are given to people
homeless, they are often stolen, lost or misplaced within a few days. Th
for identification documents, and some people do not want to carry identificatio
theft. Replacing stolen or lost identification is costly, time consuming and comp
of this population group who lose their identification documents do not replace them
 
Most participants felt that the use of a letter o
identification would be beneficial for some members of this population group; howe
challenge would remain for people to produce a second piece of authorized identifi
attestation of residence would not be applicable to people who have no attach
or facility or for people with a highly-transient lifestyle.  
 
Vouching is problematic for th
same polling division and each vouch
of shelter workers, outreach workers and others to vouch for clients. In addition, homeless or 
transient people or those recently released from a correctional institution may not ha
vouch for them from among their peers or network, as they may also be in 
and lack the required identification. 
 
Other challenges noted by participants were: 

• Whereas individuals wh
on the street have even greater difficulty meeting the new identification re

• Some people may have a postal box address rather than a street address on th

• Some people have had to leave dangerous situations without their ident

• Women often do not want their place of residence known. Former addresses a
when registering for services. 
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3.2 ested Additions to the List of Identification Documents Authorized by 

d documents. 
ople. Although the 

his and a letter of attestation of 

 

 documents issued by provincial or municipal programs, such as the Ontario 
Ministry of Health’s Agency Agreement (which allows pre-approved agencies to issue a letter 

hough they are not 

wing documents to 
roup.  

vice agencies 

ts (e.g. court papers, fines, custody reports, police records, arrest 
 

 medical care/services (e.g. hospital bills, ambulance bills, 

ronto shelters issue these cards) and receipts 

Stay), which are used to establish identity for some 
braries 

 

orrespondence (e.g. BC Housing) 

• application for social assistance 

• provincial assistance program receipts and documents (e.g. Ontario Works, Ontario Disability 
Support Program) 

• Money Mart (or similar cheque cashing service) receipts 
 
Participants noted that there are privacy issues related to some of the suggested additions 
(e.g. justice system documents, prescriptions). 
 

.2 Sugg
the CEO 

 
Participants emphasized that welfare cards should be added to the list of authorize
They noted that the welfare card is the key piece of identification for homeless pe
card does not include a photo, it does have the person’s name. T
residence would provide two pieces of identification and meet Option 2. It was noted that welfare 
cards are accepted by police, hospitals and others as legitimate identification.
 
It was noted that

attesting to a person’s identity), should be accepted as voter identification even t
national documents.  
 
Participants suggested that the Chief Electoral Officer of Canada add the follo
the list of authorized pieces of identification to better accommodate this population g

• welfare card 

• identification cards that are issued by local/municipal or provincial social ser

• justice system documen
reports (especially with photos), discharge papers, parole officer information)

• receipts and documents related to
prescription receipts, and medication containers with prescription label) 

• YMCA card (including a photo) 

• shelter and mission identification card (many To
for items and services (e.g. sleeping bag) 

• letters from shelters (e.g. Letters of 
agencies/organizations, such as li

• statements of benefits given by shelters to homeless persons (e.g. Personal Needs Allowance)

• provincial government c

• Food Bank card 

• for new Canadians, the Record of Landing 
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3.2.3 Suggestions for Letters of Attestation of Residence 

r of attestation of 
his blanket letter could be provided to 

 two letters of 
ement of two pieces of 

station of 

ncluded: 

 of residence 
s, soup kitchens) and who can act as the 

attestation of residence.  

 outreach 

• Provide a form letter that can be used as a template. 

Some admi s use multiple names (and 
 with issuing a 

 

quirements to the 
rs and staff of shelters, food banks, soup kitchens and other service providers to 

services it can 
le, a polling station 
s in advance of an 

nd working with 
 attestation of 

nks, would be 
ess people about 
would be an ideal 

way to reach members of this population group. Outreach workers would also be good community 
relations officers and could be hired by Elections Canada. It was suggested that Elections Canada 
contact ATRUQ (l’Association des travailleurs et travailleuses de rue du Québec) to explore this 
idea. 
 
Participants suggested that funding, promotional materials, etc. be provided to organizations to 
support activities that encourage voting and to help ensure individuals have the necessary 
identification, for example, for agencies to hold town hall meetings to educate staff and clients. 
 

 
Participants strongly recommended that Elections Canada accept a “blanket” lette
residence rather than requiring one letter for each person. T
Elections Canada in advance or at the polling station on election day.  
 
Another suggestion would be to permit members of this population group to use
attestation of residence from two different organizations to meet the requir
identification. It was also suggested that Elections Canada accept both a letter of atte
residence and a membership card from the same organization or service/care provider.  
 
Other suggestions and comments related to letters of attestation of residence i

• Clarify which agencies/institutions are eligible to issue letters of attestation
(e.g. community resource centres, drop-in centre
“responsible person” in issuing the letter of 

• Expand the list of authorized “responsible persons” to also include pharmacists,
workers and other care and service providers. 

• nistrators/service providers noted that some of their client
have no identification). In this vein, there was concern about liability associated
letter of attestation of residence. 

 
3.2.4 Suggestions for Elections Canada Communications and Outreach
 
Participants noted that communication and education about voter identification re
administrato
homeless persons is essential. Elections Canada should also promote the range of 
provide, such as community relations officers, special polling services (for examp
can be brought to a shelter), etc. Elections Canada staff should be visiting shelter
election call (year-round outreach), offering workshops and information sessions, a
shelter/social service agency staff to promote identification requirements, letters of
residence, etc. 
 
Participants noted that staff at many organizations, such as shelters and food ba
willing to distribute information, such as posters and flyers, and speak to homel
voting. With adequate notice and materials provided by Elections Canada, this 
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Other comments and suggestions to improve Elections Canada communications and outreach 

 Services Canada 

; this would be 
ow literacy skills. 

are held on-site in shelters, etc., advertise or promote the location and time, 
and that they are specifically for homeless people. 

hat were provided 
da during the fall 2007 and spring 2008 by-elections. Participants found the 

posters far too cluttered and too wordy, especially for those with low literacy skills. 

adapted to suit 

e to advise 
 the letter of 

ce (what it is, where to obtain it, etc.), where to vote and when, and how to get 
formation”).  

ords, and large logos and graphics. It would be helpful if Elections 
here tailored 

included: 

 (Metro News, 24 Hours, Georgia Strait) and 

wspapers. Include information for homeless 

ond with homeless people. 

• Use wording on posters that is more inclusive and engaging.  

• Make promotional material more of an encouragement to vote. “Your vote matters.” 

• Do not place type over colour sections (difficult to photocopy). 

• Advertise and promote messages in appropriate media, in public places and where homeless 
people congregate and visit (e.g. bus shelters, bus stops, boards at construction sites, libraries, 
social service agencies, drop-in centres and churches). 

 

included: 

• Simplify the Elections Canada Web site. Ensure there is a direct link from the
Web site to Elections Canada’s Web site. Include downloadable documents on the Web site 
that can be printed and distributed and/or posted on a bulletin board. 

• Produce DVDs aimed at specific target groups that could be played on a loop
especially beneficial for individuals with l

• If polling stations 

 
Posters and Advertising  
 
Participants had the opportunity to comment on the posters and advertisements t
by Elections Cana

 
Participants noted that the content of posters and promotional materials should be 
this population group.  
 
The need for simplicity and clarity was emphasized: the goal of the poster should b
homeless people about identification options that are relevant to them, including
attestation of residen
more information (e.g. “see Shelter Director for more in
 
Use large type, few and simple w
Canada could provide templates for posters or printed posters with large spaces w
information can be added. 
 
Additional suggestions regarding posters and advertising 

• Advertise in the Itinéraire magazine. 

• Advertise in both free magazines and newspapers
major dailies (e.g. Toronto Sun and Toronto Star). 

• Use mini-poster style ads in free magazines and ne
people on voting rights, identification requirements, locations, etc. 

• Use shelter logos in advertising to create a b
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3.2.5 Other Suggested Solutions 

lized or indigent 
ed to all 

Canadian citizens regardless of circumstance or status.” Efforts should be made to make proof of 

n group would 
erson may no 

longer have the original documents, many shelters and agencies keep photocopies of identification. 
urse, social worker 

f on-site polling stations would help enable members of this population group to vote. 
ed and distributed to 

f could provide 

ter identification 
f an election, the efforts made to inform homeless people require 

ssist the electors with identification obstacles they may face. 
testation of 
 avoid 

 stolen. 

er workers to write a letter stating that an individual receives benefits through a local 
ersonal Needs 

o use a different 
 designated 

 in Britain). 

 this). This could 
.  

• Expand the rules for vouching to enable authorized authorities (for example, people who would 
be authorized to issue a letter of attestation of residence) to vouch for more than one person.  

• Allow a broader range of service groups, institutions and staff, such as health clinics, to provide 
letters of attestation of residence. 

• Accept a letter from an authorized administrator of a shelter or homeless service attesting to a 
person’s identity (the letter of attestation of residence attests only a person’s address). 

 

 
Participants emphasized the importance of enabling homeless and other margina
people to vote: as one stakeholder put it, “the right to vote is inalienable and is afford

identity and address easier for this population group. 
 
A measure that would significantly reduce identification challenges for this populatio
be to allow photocopies of documents to be accepted as identification. Although a p

A solution could be to allow photocopies to be certified by an authority (pastor, n
or other) and accepted as identification. 
 
The use o
With on-site polling stations, letters of attestation of residence could be issu
clients; there would be less fear and anxiety for these voters; and shelter staf
assistance.  
 
Participants noted that while administrators need to be educated on the vo
requirements in advance o
next-day or same-day solutions to a
For example, membership cards for an agency, drop-in centre, etc., or a letter of at
residence would need to be issued on the day before or on election day in order to
documents being lost or
 
Other comments and suggestions included: 

• Allow shelt
program, such as Ontario Works, Ontario Disability Support Program and P
Allowance. 

• For undisclosed addresses, pre-arrange with the Chief Electoral Officer t
address (e.g. the organization’s headquarters), but allow residents to vote at the
polling station. 

• Use postal codes rather than street addresses for homeless people (as is done

• Develop a “National Voter’s Card” as is done in the Caribbean. 

• Encourage shelters, social service agencies and outreach workers to proactively collect 
identification and issue identification cards for voting (some shelters already do
be done at intake (when clients are housed and/or receive their services)
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3.3 Students 

ch session noted that most students have identification, both photo and non-photo 
(student cards, library cards, etc.). The challenge is having a document with an address within the 

ards do not 
clude the name of the 

 Students who live 
re accommodation with other students, and only the primary leaseholder 

 
nent address 

 
 residence – they 

ocuments. Also, 

Participants noted that identification is not verified when an individual registers at an educational 
If payment is made, 
t identification card 

ibility to the 

dents living in on-
r the educational 

f their local 
anent address. 

ting process, 

process of changing 
entification documents, the ability to comply with new requirements is poor. 

ddress than in 
the riding of their academic residence. Similarly, it was noted that the interpretation of 
“permanent residence” varies among returning officers.  

• The transient nature of the student population makes it very difficult to create an up-to-date 
voters list. 

• The increasing use of the Internet for tuition payments and other transactions means there are 
fewer (if any) “original” documents, receipts, etc. Most students make payments by Internet 
exclusively, and do not receive hard copy mail from banks, credit card companies, utilities, etc. 

 

 
3.3.1 Challenges 
 
Participants in ea

local polling division.  
 
Although most students have a student card that includes a photo, most student c
include a local address. If the student lives in residence, the card may in
residence, but for security reasons it does not normally include a street address.
off campus often sha
receives utility or other bills that show the local address. In addition, much of students’
correspondence (from the educational institution, banks, etc.) is sent to their perma
(often a parent’s address). 

Students generally do not consider their academic residence as their permanent
therefore do not change the address on their driver’s licence, health card or other d
there may be costs to reissue documents. 
 

institution (i.e. passport, birth certificate or other identification is not requested). 
the individual receives a student card. There is concern that the use of a studen
for the purpose of proving identity for voting in a federal election transfers respons
educational institution for confirming the identity of the student.  
 
Letters of attestation of residence would provide an item of identification for stu
campus residence. However, for students off campus, it may not be possible fo
institution to attest to their local address, as many students do not inform the school o
address, and correspondence from the school is sent to their parents or other perm
 
Other challenges noted by participants included: 

• Many students may be voting for the first time and may not understand the vo
including identification requirements. 

• If the election is at the beginning or end of a term when students are in the 
their id

• Some private educational institutions do not issue student ID cards. 

• Many students are more interested in voting in the riding of their “permanent” a
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3.3. sted Additions to the List of Identification Documents Authorized by 

n challenges of this 
anada add the 

ld act as 
paper form. 

gnized organizations (banks, credit card companies, cellphone 

arding bursaries, awards, scholarships, student loans, etc. 

e students to provide a photocopy of a 
transcript, as there is a cost to obtain an original. If they have to pay for an original, it could be 

e for each student 
ept one letter that 

he letter of 
 poll to vote. 

tive would be for 
Elections Canada to accept individual letters of attestation of residence electronically, in PDF 

cess an authorized letter of 
r 

he risk of fraud, 
ons Canada 

ople in advance to verify letters of attestation of residence. 
 

ach 

Participants noted that most students, with adequate advance notice and information on voter 
identification requirements, can gather the identification needed to vote. The bigger issue is getting 
students to vote – it is therefore important for Elections Canada to proactively engage students in 
the voting process and the idea of voting. 
 
Participants felt that having polling stations on campus and in residences would greatly increase 
student voter turnout. 
 

2 Sugge
the CEO 

 
Generally, participants called for more flexibility to accommodate the identificatio
population group. Participants suggested that the Chief Electoral Officer of C
following documents to the list of authorized pieces of identification:  

• Less “official” documents, e.g. a letter from the student’s parent. This letter wou
“vouching” in 

• Electronic statements from reco
companies, etc.). 

• Educational institution fee statements. 

• Information or correspondence reg

• Photocopies of original documents. This would enabl

construed by students as “paying” to vote. 
 
3.3.3 Suggestions for Letters of Attestation of Residence 
 
Participants expressed concern that issuing one letter of attestation of residenc
would be administratively onerous. They suggested that Elections Canada acc
would list the names of all students of an on-campus residence. This would act as t
attestation of residence for each student listed when they present themselves at the
 
Should such a blanket letter approach not be acceptable, a suggested alterna

format. Similarly, students could, much like they access their grades, ac
attestation of residence that they could print themselves and provide to the deputy returning office
at the poll. Participants acknowledged that measures would be needed to mitigate t
ensure the legitimacy of files, and protect privacy. It was also suggested that Electi
collect signatures of authorized pe

3.3.4 Suggestions for Elections Canada Communications and Outre
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Educational institutions and Elections Canada should work together to help promote voting and to 
d: 

itution’s Web portal to direct students to information about 

k students if they 

ent to confirm his or her address and 

ts about 
identification requirements for voting; and for Elections Canada to update the voters list. 

al materials, 
ped into e-mails). 

 potential ways to 
, participation in 

 
participate in an advisory board of students to provide advice 

e participants also 
 topics, such as 

 social marketing tools: create an Elections Canada Facebook group or page. 

paign similar to “Rock the Vote” (US) or “Momentum” (Quebec) that uses 
nd national celebrities, artists and athletes to promote 

pus papers. 

fits of the 

 
Participants had the opportunity to comment on the posters and advertisements that were provided 
by Elections Canada during the fall 2007 and spring 2008 by-elections. Generally, participants 
found the poster “too conservative” to appeal to students. It was noted that students tend to be 
rather apathetic about public interest messages and the poster and radio campaign were “bland 
and not too catchy.” There is a huge amount of “clutter” around campuses – materials must stand 
out to be effective. It was also suggested that the posters were displayed too far in advance of the 
by-election.  

raise awareness of voter identification requirements. Suggested activities include

• Set up a link on the educational inst
voting, including identification requirements.  

• Include a “checkbox” on the educational institution’s Web portal that would as
consent to Elections Canada receiving updated address information. 

• Create a pop-up in the student’s portal that asks the stud
that provides information about polling locations.  

• Send e-mails through the educational institution’s e-mail address list. 

• Have a kiosk at the beginning of each semester to educate and inform studen

• Develop a tool kit of information pieces (i.e. several different types of promotion
such as videos, posters in various languages and sizes, text that can be clip

 
Participants suggested that Elections Canada also develop relationships with key student 
organizations, including student unions and students housing services, to explore
reach and inform students (for example, presentations at student staff meetings
annual meetings, use of student e-mail address lists, use of student portals).  

When asked, participants offered to 
regarding poster design and other communications materials, and som
expressed interest in participating in future sessions on other Elections Canada
mobile polls and voting procedures in the home riding. 
 
Other outreach ideas included: 

• Use

• Hire students to promote voting and raise awareness of identification requirements through 
peer-to-peer marketing. 

• Develop a cam
MuchMusic or MusiquePlus, local a
voting. 

• Advertise in free daily newspapers such as Metro and 24 Hours as well as cam
Make sure the message is clear and concise.  

• Use new Canadians (with citizenship) as ambassadors to highlight the bene
democratic process. 

 
Posters and Advertising  
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Communications and promotion materials should be student-specific. Posters and 
brief information about where and when to vote, and a Web site for more info
identification requirements – but only those documents that are most ap

ads should have 
rmation. Include voter 

plicable to students. 
lines.” 

Participants noted that the Elections Canada Web site needs to be revamped to be more user- 
s Web site be reviewed as a model. 

 included: 

nother as materials 

 

imited need for bilingual materials in Ontario (may be more effective to target 

ops, campus bulletin boards, 

pers and on student radio. 

tals. 

• Distribute pamphlets (a welcome change from e-mails – printed materials distributed 
gain). 

pus. 

3.3.5 Other Suggested Solutions 

 and not the 
da with the 
s acceptable 

t cards that 
he student’s 

local address, either on campus (i.e. residence) or off campus. This would enable the student card 
to satisfy Option 1. However, it was noted that the institution address may be in a different electoral 
division than that of the on-campus residence. In addition, there are security concerns related to the 
inclusion of an address on a student card. 
 
Participants suggested that in the future, it is likely that additional information will be embedded into 
student cards by an electronic bar code. Elections Canada could then use a card reader to access 
the student’s address when the student card is presented as voter identification. 
 

Materials should be attractive, eye-catching, minimalist, and include “clever tag 
 

friendly. It was suggested that the Ontario Election
 
Suggestions regarding the posters and advertising

• Colours of posters should vary where possible from one election to a
sometimes do not get removed from bulletin boards, etc. 

• Include Elections Canada Web site in large type on all communications materials.

• There is only l
bilingual materials to bilingual schools). 

• Advertise in student-frequented locations: movie theatres, bus st
coffee shops, etc. 

• Advertise in student newspa

• Place banner ads on Web sites that students visit and on school Web por

door-to-door are successful a

• Distribute bookmarks and/or advertise at campus bookstores. 

• Run advertising or video on closed circuit television in residences and on cam
 

 
Many student cards of on-campus students include only the name of the residence
residence street address. The educational institutions could provide Elections Cana
correlating street address at the polling station, and then consider the student card a
identification under Option 1. 
  
Participants suggested that educational institutions be encouraged to design studen
include the student’s photo and an address: the educational institution’s address or t
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Other suggestions included: 

• Educational institutions provide a list of students to Elections Canada. How
concern expressed regarding accura

ever, there was 
cy as well as management of the list (e.g. controlling 

• Vouching would be more applicable if many students could be vouched for by the same person. 
 

access and ensuring that the list is returned). 
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Appendix 2.1 – Generic Agenda for Discussion Sessions 

ns at a Glance  
G neri

 
Discussi n Sessioo

e c a.m. Agenda  
 

Session  Time  Session Description 
Discussion 
Session 1 
Introduction 

rticipants. 
ctions Canada, will 

on participants and observers to introduce 

expected 

s to them. 

8: 0
8:50 a.m. 

• The facilitator will introduce him/herself to the session pa
• Ms. Susan Torosian, Director of External Relations at Ele

3  –  

 provide a short welcome and introduction. 
• The facilitator will call on the sessi

themselves. 
• The facilitator will outline the purpose of the session, the 

outcomes/results and review the session agenda. 
• The facilitator will ask for questions and provide response

Discussion 
Session 2 
Challenges and 

9:3
 

ilitator will guide the participants through a mini strengths, 
nities and threats (SWOT) analysis designed to unearth 

ities with respect to the implementation of 
the new voter identification requirements. 

lutions to each  

Solutions 

8:50 –  • The fac
5 a.m. weaknesses, opportu

challenges and solutions/opportun

• Session Output:  
− A refined list of challenges  
− A set of corresponding so

Health Break  9:35 –  
9:50 a.m. 

 

Discussion 
Session 3  
Review and 
Recommend 
Adjustments to 
the List 

9:5
10:

rough a review of the list of 
 Canada. 

on participants will be called upon to: 
de to the list 

educe challenges 
on with other 
er 

 a useful tool for electors  

ions designed to improve the list authorized by the 

n for the target 

0 –  • The facilitator will guide the session participants th
35 a.m. identification authorized by the Chief Electoral Officer of

 • The sessi
− determine whether additions or changes could be ma

authorized by the Chief Electoral Officer in order to r
− discuss the use of letters of attestation in conjuncti

identification authorized by the Chief Electoral Offic
− discuss whether they consider vouching to be

• Session Output:  
− A list of suggest

Chief Electoral Officer 
− Feedback on vouching as a means of identificatio

audiences 
Discussi
Session

on 
 4  

 
tunities  

h a discussion 
igned to determine how Elections Canada can best communicate 

information on the new voter identification requirements to target groups that 
are likely to experience challenges. 

• Session Output:  
− A list of recommendations on how Elections Canada can 

communicate the new voter identification requirements to the target 
audiences 

Outreach
Oppor

10
11:0

:35 – 
5 a.m. 

• The facilitator will guide the session participants throug
des

Discussion 
Session 5 
Concluding 
Remarks 

11:05 – 
11:15 a.m. 
 

• The Elections Canada representative will thank the participants for their 
contributions. 
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Appendix 3 – Summary Report: Interviews with Elections 
fficers in 2007 and 2008 

By-election Ridings 

tion, electors 
ent-issued photo 

cation authorized 
nd at least one of 

ath and be 
olling division, 

ntity and address.  

quirements were first implemented during the September 17, 2007, 
bec), Roberval–Lac-Saint-Jean (Quebec) and Saint-Hyacinthe–

ubsequently during the March 17, 2008, by-elections held in Desnethé–
er Quadra (British 

t of the new voter identification 
nduct interviews 

fficers – FLOs and 
ction areas:  

ction officers 

icers on their own and their 
-elections in 

idings. The interview questionnaire is attached at the end of this appendix.  
 
The vast majority of those interviewed also participated as resource persons in the Elections 
Canada Stakeholder Engagement Discussion Sessions held in their electoral districts with 
representatives of local, provincial and national organizations with responsibilities for student 
affairs, homeless people, seniors and individuals living in long-term care residences. 
 
This report provides a summary of the field officers’ feedback from the interviews undertaken during 
June and July 2008.  
 
 

Canada Field O

 
 
1. Introduction 
 
The Canada Elections Act was amended in 2007. In order to vote in a federal elec
must now prove their identity and address by providing one piece of governm
identification showing their name and address (Option 1), or two pieces of identifi
by the Chief Electoral Officer of Canada, each of which establishes their name a
which establishes their address (Option 2). Option 3 allows an elector to take an o
vouched for by another elector whose name is on the list of electors for the same p
and who has the necessary piece(s) of identification to establish his or her ide
 
The new voter identification re
by-elections held in Outremont (Que
Bagot (Quebec), and s
Missinippi–Churchill River (Saskatchewan), Toronto Centre (Ontario), Vancouv
Columbia) and Willowdale (Ontario). 
 
1.1 Methodology 
 
In the context of Elections Canada’s ongoing study of the impac
requirements, the Centre for Excellence in Communications (CEC) was asked to co
with Elections Canada field officers (returning officers – ROs, field liaison o
community relations officers – CROs) in the following by-ele

• Outremont (Quebec), September 17, 2007, by-election, 3 election officers 

• Toronto Centre (Ontario), March 17, 2008, by-election, 3 election officers 

• Vancouver Quadra (British Columbia), March 17, 2008, by-election, 2 ele

• Willowdale (Ontario), March 17, 2008, by-election, 3 election officers 
 

The interviews focussed on and sought feedback from local election off
colleagues’ experiences with the new voter identification requirements during the by
their respective r
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2. Overview of EC Field Officer Feedback 

ived impact of 
ions Canada polling 

stations and on the electors during the by-elections held in September 2007 in Outremont and 
illowdale in March 2008. 

ments did not 
 a major issue during the by-elections in their respective ridings. The exceptions 

an 
-term care 

e see specific sections below) were made with a view to 

s and 

tions, with a focus 

ation and tools, such 
rcumstances and to specific communities 

he specific 
ies with existing and identified address documentation problems 

d pieces of 
i t 

 greater emphasis on out of an ongoing relationship with gatekeepers 
a w voter identification 
r

ield election officers 

s of the 

Most electors were simply not aware of the new voter identification requirements. In two of the 
ridings, Elections Canada officers were called upon frequently to explain the new requirements. 
While in general the new requirements were well received, many electors did not comprehend the 
rationale for the change. 
 
In several by-election ridings (with Toronto Centre as a best-practice example), a significant number 
of meetings were arranged by local election officers after the by-elections were announced with 
gatekeepers and administrators of organizations representing the four target groups on the subject 
of the new voter identification requirements. In the opinions of the election officers involved, these 

 
The results of the 11 interviews present a good overview of the field officers’ perce
the new voter identification requirements on both the management of the Elect

those held in Vancouver Quadra, Toronto Centre and W
 
The key results and conclusions of the interviews are noted below. 
 
All of the individuals interviewed agreed that the new voter identification require
present
encountered involved homeless people, new Canadians residing in high-density housing and urb
centres, students living in residences and seniors and other individuals living in long
facilities.  
 
A number of suggestions (for details, pleas
mitigating such problems, including: 

• expanded CRO program to include additional CROs for seniors and long-term care facilitie
ongoing community outreach between elections 

• enhanced training for Elections Canada field officers during and before elec
on the anticipated issues in specific communities of electors 

• improved communications tool kit designed to allow customization of inform
as posters, flyers and notices to local ci

• revised lists of acceptable identification and documents, reflecting the needs of t
communit

• greater flexibility and authority for returning officers to accept documentation an
dentification not on the final CEO-authorized lis

• reach and development 
nd community organizations representing electors most affected by the ne
equirements 

• ongoing, increased flow of communication between Elections Canada and f
 
3. Summary of EC Field Officer Feedback 
 
3.1 Level of Awareness and Comprehension Among Elector

New Voter Identification Requirements  
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meetings significantly contributed to the general acceptance of the new requirements among the 

3.2 tering By-elections Under the New Voter 

quirements, the 
 quickly adapt 

ments were 
less people. It 

that the current list 
sentative 

rence was made several times to “public curator” as a term that is unknown in various 
ctions Canada 
 they undertake 

duri

 Related to 

ng-term care facilities were most affected, with 
significant negative consequences on their ability to vote. There were many heartbreaking moments 

lar issues were 
the previous efforts 

roups, the voter 

by students 
ese problems 

nces of the 
new requirements. Some examples of the communications efforts include educational kiosks, 

dence, and 
ies.  

umber of polling stations, several election officers interviewed noted cases of individuals who 
could not produce the required documents but returned later to vote with the appropriate 
identification or documents.  
 
Several election officers also noted that there is a perceptual problem among some of the returning 
officers that certain target groups, such as homeless people, do not constitute a problem due to the 
lack of recognition of the significance of the relative number of homeless people present in their 
ridings.  
 

groups concerned. As a result, fewer problems than expected were encountered.  
 

 Experience in Adminis
Identification Requirements  

 
Although the new rules represent a significant difference in voter identification re
regime was well received by electors. Even those who were not aware were able to
and produce the required documentation. The major exceptions to the new require
encountered among seniors and residents of long-term care residences, and home
should also be noted that several individuals interviewed strongly recommended 
of CEO-authorized documentation be revised and expanded to be nationally repre
(specific refe
regions of the country). Several community relations officers suggested that an Ele
business card be provided to them to give additional weight to the community work

ng elections. 
 
3.3 Specific Problems Encountered During the By-elections

the New Voter Identification Requirements  
 
Homeless people, senior citizens and residents of lo

when resident seniors were not able to vote in spite of their desire to do so. Simi
encountered with homeless people, which was particularly disheartening due to 
on the part of Elections Canada field officers to enable them to vote. For both g
identification requirements represent another barrier to voting.  
 
In the ridings with significant student populations, many were problems encountered 
who were not able to produce the required mix of documents and identification. Th
occurred in spite of a comprehensive effort to inform the occupants of student reside

collaborations with residence administrators to produce letters of attestation of resi
special advertising directed at students, as well as a range of other outreach activit
 
In a n
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3.4 Possible Solutions to the Problems Encountered 

iewed that 

election with a view to having different approaches for different target groups. Additional advertising 

se the entire list of 
e objective is to allow more types of documentation 

 be paid to 

es to enable 
agencies, social 
ations to create 

ertify photocopies and other documentation. Such documentation 
would then be accepted during the voting process. This suggested approach would give additional 

ministrators of 
celets issued to residents of seniors/long-term 

gested for vouching, whereby the rules would be changed to allow the 

ctions Canada field officers interviewed 

ther documentation that is visually attractive to youth, 
, and on campus 

• increased authority for student residence administrators to produce one letter of attestation of 

•

nity relations officers 

ns approach, 

Many of those interviewed suggested that additional community relations officers be appointed to 
undertake outreach with seniors and residents of long-term care facilities and possibly other major 
target groups of electors.  
 
Outreach activities would be most beneficial for all groups if they could begin long before elections 
are announced – in other words, the field officers strongly believe that there should be an ongoing 
outreach program, leading to fewer problems on election day and easier administration of elections 
in general.  
 

 
In terms of communications and outreach, there was consensus among those interv
simplified, varied and visually appropriate documentation needs to be developed before the next 

should be undertaken in the community and/or student newspapers. 
  
For the majority of those interviewed there is a strong need to revisit and revi
acceptable identification and documentation. Th
to be acceptable as identification. As part of the revision, special attention should
provincial characteristics and population dimensions. 
 
A number of interviewees also strongly recommended revising the current procedur
senior residences, student advisors, managers of long-term care facilities, welfare 
service agencies, police organizations, homeless shelters and other similar organiz
specific documentation and/or to c

authority for producing acceptable pieces of documentation to managers and/or ad
the organizations noted earlier. Acceptance of ID bra
care facilities should also be considered. 
 
A similar approach was sug
various managers and administrators to vouch multiple times.  

 
In regard to students, the solutions suggested by the Ele
included: 

• advertising in movie theatres 

• better and more posters, flyers and o
posted in high-traffic areas, such as residences

residence for all resident students 

 ongoing outreach program between and during elections 

• greater electronic and social media presence 

• greater collaboration among commu
 
Several interviewees suggested that Elections Canada consider the Ontario Electio
which allows individuals to swear an oath and be allowed to vote.  
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One-on-one actions and contact by CROs and ROs with the target organizations a
most productive way to eliminate problems before the actual election day. There
among the EC field officers that more effort can certainly be put into activities inv
general and students quite specifically, as well 

re seen as the 
 is a shared belief 
olving youth in 

as homeless people, new Canadians, and seniors 

g relationship featuring 
 possibly one of the 
tions. 

Several individuals interviewed also noted the need for providing returning officers with a greater 
elevant 

hat a national report on homeless people prepared this year by one of the 
erall identification 

ication requirements 

irements need to 
e for the 

cus ions, specific target 

ada on the 
nts Prior to the By-elections 

da was very useful 
n Ottawa in the 

7 on the subject of the new voter identification requirements. The session provided 

oint presentation 
or field officers 
rs and flyers, to 

new training video be developed specifically with 
ool kit” of EC 

uld be especially 
or the first 

ral awareness and 
sensitivity training.  
 
3.6 Other Comments 
 
Several of the interviewees strongly recommended conducting a survey of ROs, FLOs and CROs 
prior to the next federal election, to develop a list of best practices and approaches utilized across 
the country in communications and outreach. Part of the survey should be focussed on suggestions 
to be provided by field officers on future communications and outreach tools and activities, which 

and those who live in long-term care facilities. 
 
There was a strong consensus among those interviewed that an ongoin
regular meetings and exchanges of information with gatekeeper organizations is
most productive activities contributing to successful administration of federal elec
 

degree of flexibility in terms of accepting diverse types of identification and other r
documentation that would enable electors to exercise their right to vote.  
 
It should also be noted t
returning officers should receive wide circulation and be considered as part the ov
of issues and solutions presented in the broader study on the voter identif
stakeholder engagement.   
 
Most of the individuals interviewed also stressed that the voter identification requ
be revised to reflect regional realities and customs. A similar argument was mad

tomization of generic communications and outreach materials to specific reg
groups, as well as diverse ethnic groups. 
 
3.5 Information and Training Received from Elections Can

New Voter Identification Requireme
 
Most individuals interviewed agreed that information provided by Elections Cana
and timely. Many referred to an excellent, comprehensive, 2-day briefing session i
summer of 200
diverse documentation and good information on the subject.  
 
A number of those interviewed suggested that Elections Canada provide a PowerP
on the subject of voter identification, together with other electronic tools intended f
that would enable them to provide customized texts and documents, such as poste
their stakeholders.  
 
Several individuals interviewed suggested that a 
communications and outreach activities in mind, based on the “communications t
documentation and on best practices collected from field officers. Such a video wo
beneficial for new ROs, FLOs and CROs involved in administering federal elections f
time. It was also suggested that at least one segment of the video focus on cultu
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would assist in the overall administration of elections in general and with the is
identification requirements specifically. Also, strongly recommended was a mo
ongoin

sue of voter 
re frequent and 

g program of communications between Elections Canada and field officers across the 

In regard to future stakeholder engagement sessions, it was recommended (virtually unanimously) 

ada increase its profile across the 
a mandate and 

ort video 
tions” acted out 
w Canadians 

and seniors. The video could be part of the EC Web site and could be made available to the 
gatekeeper organizations of the audiences involved for internal promotion. Separate versions of the 
video could be produced in many of the mainstream languages, using actors from the relevant 
target groups of new Canadians. 

country.  
 

that the planning process begin earlier and involve field officers from the outset. 
 
A number of those interviewed also suggested that Elections Can
country with a view to creating a better understanding of the Elections Canad
activities. Field officers should be consulted and involved in such a promotion. 
 
Several election officers interviewed suggested that Elections Canada develop a sh
(CD/DVD) on the subject of voting and voting requirements, with actual “voting situa
featuring diverse scenes involving target audiences, specifically homeless people, ne
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Appendix 3.1 – EC Field Officer Interview Questions 

1 der the new voter identification 

 
2  of comprehension did most electors express regarding the new identification 

 
d/or instruction, if any, did you receive from Elections Canada? What 

cilitated administering the election? 

− Two categories of service: voting and information  

4 urity and privacy)? 
 

 
. What has been your experience administering elections un

requirements? Did you come across any specific barriers or problems? 

. What level
requirements upon arriving at the polls? Did you need to clarify or explain any of the 
requirements? 

3. What level of interaction an
could they have provided that would have fa

− Training, information sessions 

 
. Can you identify any solutions to address these issues (while maintaining sec

 
xte des nouvelles 

cles ou à 
des problèmes particuliers? 

2  en général en ce qui 
ces d’identification? Est-ce qu’il vous a fallu clarifier ou expliquer 

reçues? Quel soutien 
it facilité la gestion de l’élection? 

− Formation, séances d’information 

− Deux catégories de services : le vote comme tel et l’information  
 
4. Avez-vous des solutions à suggérer pour résoudre ces problèmes (sans compromettre la 

sécurité et la protection des renseignements personnels)? 
 
 

1. Quelle a été votre expérience comme administrateur d’élections dans le conte
exigences en matière d’identification des électeurs? Avez-vous fait face à des obsta

 
. Quel était le niveau de compréhension manifesté par les électeurs

concerne les nouvelles exigen
l’une ou l’autre de ces exigences? 

 
3. Quel a été le niveau d’interaction avec Élections Canada ou de directives 

auriez-vous pu recevoir de l’organisme qui aura





 

Appendix terviews with 2007 and 
2008 By-election Candidates 

tion, electors 
issued photo 
cation authorized 

nd at least one of 
and be 

olling division, 
and address.  

quirements were first implemented during the September 17, 2007, 
by-elections held in Outremont (Quebec), Roberval–Lac-Saint-Jean (Quebec) and Saint-Hyacinthe–

ubsequently during the March 17, 2008, by-elections held in Desnethé–

he by-election candidates in June 2008, informing 
 new voter identification requirements 

idates in the study. The Centre for 
nsive interviews with 
 complete list of candidates 

 

candidates 

 the end of July 2008, interviews with 14 of the 28 candidates were completed: 5 in Outremont, 
3 in Toronto Centre, 4 in Vancouver Quadra and 2 in Willowdale. Three candidates did not wish to 

d messages by 
 per candidate). 

 
The interview questions (please see Appendix 4.2) focussed on and sought each candidate’s 
feedback on their own and the electors’ experiences with the new voter identification requirements 
during the by-election campaigns. All candidates were interviewed in the official language of their 
choice.  
 
This report provides a summary of the candidates’ feedback from the interviews undertaken during 
June and July 2008.  

4 – Summary Report on In

 
 
1. Introduction 
 
The Canada Elections Act was amended in 2007. In order to vote in a federal elec
must now prove their identity and address by providing one piece of government-
identification showing their name and address (Option 1), or two pieces of identifi
by the Chief Electoral Officer of Canada, each of which establishes their name a
which establishes their address (Option 2). Option 3 allows an elector to take an oath 
vouched for by another elector whose name is on the list of electors for the same p
and who has the necessary piece(s) of identification to establish his or her identity 
 
The new voter identification re

Bagot (Quebec), and s
Missinippi–Churchill River (Saskatchewan), Toronto Centre (Ontario), Vancouver Quadra (British 
Columbia) and Willowdale (Ontario). 
 
1.1 Methodology 
 
The Chief Electoral Officer sent a letter to all t
them of Elections Canada’s ongoing study of the impact of the
and its desire to include the views of all the by-election cand
Excellence in Communications (CEC) was asked to conduct comprehe
candidates in the following by-elections (please see Appendix 4.1 for a
contacted and interviewed during June and July 2008): 

• Outremont (Quebec), September 17, 2007, by-election, 12 candidates 

• Toronto Centre (Ontario), March 17, 2008, by-election, 6 candidates 

• Vancouver Quadra (British Columbia), March 17, 2008, by-election, 6 

• Willowdale (Ontario), March 17, 2008, by-election, 4 candidates 
 

As of

participate in this process and the remaining 11 did not respond to multiple calls an
the CEC (3 calls
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2. Overview of Candidate Feedback 

f the new voter 
ld in 

September 2007 in Outremont and those held in Toronto Centre, Vancouver Quadra and 

eir views, opinions 
interested in Elections Canada’s overall project 

equirements. All of those interviewed 
would like to receive the results of the study in due course.  

fication requirements 
ss and the type 
eir contacts with 
er identification 

ements in their area. Most candidates could not specifically recall the type of information 
provided to them by Elections Canada either before or during the by-elections, but the vast majority 

ed by their 
ew voter identification 

 Committee of Political 

candidates 
ly identified the new voter identification requirements as one of the topics addressed 

he new 
ests for 

entation received 
ority of the 

onding to electors’ inquiries during the 

ada develop and 
 of tools with clearer 

h Elections 
 site and through 

 
Voter Identification as an Issue During and After the By-election  
 
Two thirds of the candidates interviewed did not encounter any specific issues raised by electors 
related to the new voter identification requirements, either during the campaign or after the 
by-election. Among the other candidates interviewed, there were a number of issues encountered 
both during the campaign and after the by-election among four groups of electors: seniors (most 
occurrences involving lack of identification or documentation required); students (the second most 

 
The results of the 14 interviews provide a good overview of the perceived impact o
identification requirements on both the candidates and the electors during the by-elections he

Willowdale in March 2008. 
 
All of the interviewed candidates were both co-operative and forthcoming with th
and experiences during the by-elections and were 
on Stakeholder Engagement on New Voter Identification R

 
The key results and conclusions of the interviews are outlined below. 
 
Awareness and Communications 
 
In general, the majority of those interviewed were aware of the new voter identi
prior to the by-election being called in their respective ridings. The level of awarene
of information the candidates received varied quite widely and was dependent on th
Elections Canada prior to the by-election and on the media coverage of the new vot
requir

confirmed that information and documentation on the subject was indeed receiv
campaign offices. In two cases, the candidates had a solid knowledge of the n
requirements based on their membership in the Elections Canada Advisory
Parties. 
 
As part of their campaign communications and activities, one half of the interviewed 
specifical
during their by-election campaigns. The other half did not specifically incorporate t
requirements into their campaign communications, but reacted to occasional requ
information on the subject from electors. In general, the information and docum
from Elections Canada before and during the by-elections were deemed by the maj
interviewed candidates to be both sufficient and useful in resp
by-election. 
 
For the next federal election, many candidates recommended that Elections Can
make available to candidates (and to the electorate in general) a new range
and more simplified information about the voter identification requirements, throug
Canada’s own communications and outreach activities, the Elections Canada Web
advertising, which should include free dailies and community newspapers. 
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frequently noted group encountering problems with proving their address); new Canadians (the third 
ings).  

simply not an issue. 
ber of the candidates interviewed noted that when difficulties occurred during the actual 

voting procedures in their polling stations, these were quickly and efficiently handled by election 

Several candidates offered a number of suggestions for simplifying the voter identification 
vote, a specific 

ation requirements 
g by Canadians, especially students, homeless people, seniors and new 

Canadians.  

ents were a 

nces in the responses of the candidates that could be attributed to 
o the extent that the voter identification requirements 
emographic makeup of the ridings. In the ridings with 

 Canadians, 
 more prominent 

role y-elections.   

ments Prior 

 new voter 
08). Among 

those who were aware, the information came primarily from media coverage of the new 
 the new 

visory Committee of 
anada officials 

on the subject. 
 
3.2 Information Received from Elections Canada on Voter Identification 

Requirements 
 
The overwhelming majority of the 14 candidates interviewed confirmed that specific information was 
received by their offices from Elections Canada on the subject of the new voter identification 
requirements at the outset of the by-election campaign. Most (8) could not recall specific details of 

most numerous group with address issues); and homeless people (in two of the by-election rid
 
For the vast majority of electors, the new voter identification requirements were 
A num

officers. 
 
Candidate Views on the New Voter Identification Requirements 
 

requirements. Among the notable ideas was a $100 tax credit to Canadians who 
voter identification card and an on-line voter registration process. 
 
One third of the candidates interviewed felt strongly that the new voter identific
were a disincentive to votin

 
The majority of the candidates did not believe the new voter identification requirem
significant or controversial issue.  
 
Regional Differences 
 
There were no significant differe
the geographical location of the by-elections. T
were a by-election issue, this was due to the d
significant concentrations of seniors and residents of long-term care facilities, new
students and homeless people, the new voter identification requirements played a

 during and after the b
 
3. Summaries of Candidate Feedback 
 
3.1 Level of Awareness of the Voter Identification Require

to the By-election 
 
Of the 14 candidates interviewed, the majority of candidates (10) were aware of the
identification requirements prior to the by-elections (September 2007 and March 20

requirements. Two of the candidates interviewed acquired a good understanding of
requirements in the context of their membership on the Elections Canada Ad
Political Parties. Two other candidates recalled a specific meeting with Elections C
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the documentation provided. Two candidates referred to documents received on the subject in the 

3.3 g of the New Voter Identification Requirements During 

dates interviewed recalled highlighting the new requirements as part of their 
quirements as part 

ntification requirements was 
overblown by the media and their campaign efforts in this regard were largely focussed on 

al candidates 

3.4 Voter Identification Issues Raised by Voters During the By-election 

sed the new voter 
 day. 

e issue of new voter identification requirements was not considered a dominant issue by 
the other six candidates, a few did note that the subject came up occasionally, particularly with 

households and 
nts were therefore 

nadians and 

 
ager noted that 

iately after 
identification 
 of the new 

Three of the candidates interviewed noted that to the extent that issues were encountered at the 
ials.  

 By-election 

As noted above, eight of the fourteen interviewed candidates did not encounter any voters raising 
the new requirement as an issue either during or after the by-election. 
 
Among those candidates whose offices received calls after the by-election on this subject, the calls 
came primarily from seniors, students and new Canadians in large urban centres. Most problems, 
both during and after the by-election, were related to: 

• lack of documents containing current address (homeless people, students, seniors and new 
Canadians, new arrivals in the province) 

context of a meeting with the riding’s returning officer.  
 

Highlightin
the Campaign 

 
Half of the candi
by-election campaign activities. The other 50 percent did not include the new re
of their campaigns.   
 
In general, most candidates felt that the issue of the new voter ide

reminding potential voters to bring proper identification to the polling stations. Sever
noted that this was particularly important while campaigning among students.   
 

 
Eight of the fourteen candidates interviewed did not encounter any voters who rai
identification requirements as an issue during the by-election campaign or on voting
 
While th

students and new Canadians. Among both these groups, the frequent moving of 
thus changes of address are seen as particular problems, and the new requireme
viewed by at least four candidates as another disincentive to voting by new Ca
students.  

In one of the March 17, 2008, by-election ridings, one candidate’s campaign man
well over 100 calls were received on the day of the by-election and in the days immed
from voters who had encountered difficulty in casting a vote due to the new voter 
requirements. The majority of calls were from seniors who were simply not aware
requirements.    
 

polling stations, they were quickly and efficiently resolved by Elections Canada offic
 
3.5 Voter Identification Issues Raised by Voters After the
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• lack of knowledge and understanding of the new voter identification requirements on voting day 

dians) 

3.6 ew Voter Identification 

 federal election. At 
 Canada in 

ts during the next federal election. 
rban dailies and 
ew identification 

requirements could be included in their party’s election literature.   

Identification 

 on the subject. 

ols on the subject of voter identification requirements provided by other 

uages spoken in 

d by candidates’ offices 

of complexity, including 

ts are seen as too 

• simpler ads in the media and especially in free and community newspapers 

• one simple document for voters explaining the voter identification requirements 

• more effort by Elections Canada on educating people on the importance of voting 
 
Two candidates felt strongly about the need for a legislative change – and/or an effort to create a 
federal elections voter (registration) card, which would be the only document needed to vote. 
 

(seniors, new Canadians) 

• general confusion about acceptable documents (seniors, new Cana
 

 Willingness to Communicate the N
Requirements in the Next Federal Election 

 
With one exception, all candidates interviewed were quite willing to include the new voter 
identification requirements in their communications and campaigning in the next
least four candidates interviewed noted that more needs to be done by Elections
communicating the new voter identification requiremen
Suggestions included additional advertising in widely-read and accessible free u
community newspapers. Several candidates noted that appropriate text on the n

 
3.7 Tools to be Provided by Elections Canada on Voter 

Requirements 
 
Three of the fourteen candidates interviewed believed that existing Elections Canada tools are 
sufficient for their (future) campaign communication purposes
 
Suggestions for to
candidates focussed primarily on: 

• revised documentation with simple and clear language (7 candidates) 

• simple to use and simple to understand information for new Canadians, in lang
the various ridings 

• generic documents in electronic format, which could be adapte

• generic, plain language materials, in different formats and levels 
downloadable texts from the Elections Canada Web site 

• revised, more easily understood posters and householders (current documen
complex) 
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3.8 ation of Voter Identification Requirements During the 
Next Election 

Close to one half of the candidates noted that Elections Canada national and local election officers 
on day very well. 

ements were 

by-election. 
Another candidate expressed concern over voting by non-citizens (who were included on electoral 

f citizenship for voter 

es and 
e as easy as 

 identification 
dentification 
er discourages 

r legislative change to 
enfranchised 

ada. The candidates 
also anticipate that there will be many problems with the new voter identification requirements in the 

nada. 

 by various levels 
rnment (such as welfare agencies), be approved for voter identification purposes. 

 
e in its 

ome apathy and 
ve well informed 
d during the 

One candidate suggested that Parliament consider a $100 tax credit to Canadians if they vote. In 
the opinion of the candidate interviewed, this would significantly increase voting by Canadians. 
 
One final suggestion concerned voter registration procedures, which in the view of the candidate 
would be significantly improved with the creation of a supplementary on-line voter registration 
process. Such a process would be especially useful for students and youth in general and would 
likely significantly increase their voting.  

Implement

 

were highly professional and handled whatever issues occurred on the by-electi
 
One candidate noted that it was unfortunate that the new voter identification requir
“abandoned at the last minute” by Elections Canada and that the issue of “reasonable 
accommodation” became a focal point for the media and some politicians during the 

lists) and proposed mandatory use of a Canadian passport or similar proof o
eligibility. 
 
Four candidates also noted that in addition to existing voter apathy, voting procedur
identification requirements are too complex, and the procedures should be mad
possible to enable all eligible Canadians to vote. From their point of view, the new
requirements present an additional barrier to voting. For new Canadians, the voter i
requirements are confusing and often difficult to understand and live up to. This furth
voting by this group. According to the four candidates, there is a need fo
make it easier for people to vote. The new identification requirements effectively dis
thousands of Canadians and are seen as a roadblock to democracy in Can

next federal election, especially in large urban centres and in rural regions of Ca
 

One of the candidates suggested that additional types of documentation, provided
of gove

Several candidates believe that Elections Canada needs to become more proactiv
communications and outreach activities between (and during) elections to overc
encourage people to vote. In ridings with students, Elections Canada needs to ha
and helpful election officers to assist students with voting options, both before an
election. 
 



Appendix 4.1 – Lists of By-election Candidates 
 

Elections Canada – September 2007 By-election Candidates – Outremont 
 

Name Party City 

Romain Angeles Independent Montréal, QC 

Jocelyn Coulon Liberal Montréal, QC 

Jocelyne Leduc Independent Saint-Hyppolyte, QC 

François Pilon Green Party Montréal, QC 

John C. Turmel Independent Brantford, ON 
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Elections Canada – March 2008 By-election Candidates – Toronto Centre 
 

Name Party City 

Bob Rae Liberal Toronto, ON 

Chris Tindal Green Party Toronto, ON 

Liz White Alliance 
Environment Voters Party of Canada 

Toronto, ON Animal 
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Elections Canada – March 2008 By-election Candidates – Vancouver Quadra 
 

Name Party City 

Rebecca Coad  NDP Vancouver, BC 

Dan Grice  Green Party Vancouver, BC 

Joyce Murray  Liberal Vancouver, BC 

John Turner neorhino.ca Courtenay, BC 
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Elections Canada – March 2008 By-election Candidates – Willowdale 

Name Party City 

Martha Hall Findlay Liberal Toronto, ON 

Maureen Harquail Conservative Toronto, ON 

 
 



Appendix 4.2 – Interview Questions 

ch 17th election campaign, were you aware of the new federal 

Avant la campagne du 17 septembre/17 mars, étiez-vous au courant des nouvelles exigences 

r identification 
requirements? 

s exigences?  

 highlight the new voter identification requirements in your campaigning? 

 électeurs lors de votre 
campagne?  

voters raise any issues about the new 
 concerns?  

nt votre campagne, est-ce que des électeurs potentiels ont soulevé des questions 

aise any issues 
 requirements? If so, can you provide specific details of such 

mars, est-ce que des électeurs ont soulevé des questions 
e donner des 

6. Are you aware of any problems encountered by any of the voters during the actual voting 
, can you provide 

tails of such problems?  

s lors du vote qui étaient 
dû aux nouvelles exigences pour l’identification des électeurs? Si oui, pouvez-vous me donner des 
détails relativement à ce genre de situations?  
 
7. Would you be prepared as a candidate to assist in communicating the new identification 
requirements? 
 
Seriez-vous en tant que candidat prêt à aider à communiquer ces nouvelles exigences? 
 

 
1. Prior to the September 17th/Mar
elections voter identification requirements? 
 

relativement à l’identification des électeurs? 
 
2. What information did you receive from Elections Canada with respect to vote

 
Quelles informations avez-vous reçu de la part d’Élections Canada au sujet de ce
 
3. Did you
 
Avez-vous pris note de/souligné ces exigences entourant l’identification des

 
4. During your campaign activities, did any of the (potential) 
voter identification requirements? If so, can you provide specific details of their
 
Penda
relativement aux nouvelles exigences pour l’identification des électeurs? 
 
5. Following the September 17th/March 17th by-election, did any constituents r
about the new voter identification
issues?  
 
Après le vote du 17 septembre/17 
relativement à la question de l’identification des électeurs? Si oui, pouvez-vous m
détails relativement à ces questions?  
 

process that were related to the new voter identification requirements? If so
specific de
 
Êtes-vous au courant de situations ou des électeurs ont eu des problème
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8. Are there any specific tools Elections Canada could provide you in this regard? 

 outils qu’Élections Canada pourraient vous fournir pour mieux 

9. Would you like to receive the results of the study now being conducted by Elections Canada with 
eral elections? 

s des cette étude qu’a entrepris Élections Canada avec les 
divers groupes de parties prenantes/stakeholders au sujet des nouvelles exigences pour 
l’identification des électeurs? 
 

 
Est-ce que vous croyez qu’il y a des
vous aider à communiquer ces exigences?  
 

various stakeholder groups on the new voter identification requirements for fed
 
Aimeriez-vous recevoir les résultat
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Appendix  
on Sessions 

in Vancouver, Ottawa, Toronto and Montréal 
 
 

Van ss itees

 Province Target Organization Contact 

5 – List of Invitees and Participants at the
Stakeholder Engagement Discussi

couver Se ions – Inv  
 

City Group 

Vancouver lu omel bour Grant Gayman British Co mbia H ess Har Light 
Vancouver British Columbia Homel  of 

dge 
Merv Thomas ess Circle Eagles 

Lo
Vancouver British Columbia Homel

Food Ban
Doug Aason ess Great Vancouver 

k Society 
Vancouver British Columbia Homel out 

erge
Andrea Finch ess Look

Em ncy Aid 
Society 

Burnaby lu omel ous
each

Lori Dennis British Co mbia H ess BC H ing 
Outr  Program 

Vancouver lu omel laim Rhonda Alvarez British Co mbia H ess Rec
Spirit 

ing Our 

Vancouver lu omel atio
Ach

Martin Dutton British Co mbia H ess Motiv
d 

n Power 
an ievement 

Vancouver lu omel  of V Judy Graves British Co mbia H ess City ancouver 
Vancouver British Columbia Homel Covenant House 

s Cen
Krista Thompson ess 

Crisi tre 
Vancouver British Columbia Homel therin

y of V
Erika Di Salvo ess Ga g Place – 

ancouver Cit
Vancouver British Columbia Homel unroe House Manjit Sangha ess M
Vancouver lu omel ou

St. Shelter 
Chris Davidson British Co mbia H ess Look t – Yukon 

Vancouver British Columbia Homel i Fineday Family 
lter S

Irina Goga ess V
She ociety 

Vancouver British Columbia Homel tal Patients 
ocia

istration 

Frita Maclellan ess Men
Ass
Admin

tion 

Vancouver British Columbia Homel Catholic Charities 
Hostel 
Administration 

Mary Macdougall ess 

Vancouver British Columbia Homeless Salvation Army 
Belkin House For 
Men 

Sun Bowden 

Vancouver British Columbia Homeless Covenant House 
Vancouver – Rights 
of Passage 

Krista Thompson 

Vancouver British Columbia Homeless Prostitution 
Alternatives 
Counselling 

Kerry Porth 
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Vancouver Sessions – Invitees (Cont.) 

arget izat Contact 

 
City Province T  Group Organ ion 

Vancouver lu omele irst Bap
helter 

Brad Stayn British Co mbia H ss F tist Church 
S

Vancouver British Columbia Homele ell Place Kathy Stringer ss Pow
Vancouver British Colu omele oast Me

h Re
Centre 

Beapa Zeleska mbia H ss C
Healt

ntal 
source 

New Westmins lu omele eth Shawn Bayes ter British Co mbia H ss Elizab  Fry 
Society of Greater 
Vancouver 

New Westminster British Columbia Homele couver 
rn 

John Anderson ss Greater Van
Aco

Vancouver British Columbia Homeless Downtown Eastside 
Abilities Link 

ety 

George Netrakos 

Soci
Vancouver lu omele Gather and

Charitable 
ndation 

Jennifer Lee British Co mbia H ss  Give 

Fou
Vancouver British Columbia Homeless Mclaren

y 
Robin Campbell  Housing 

Societ
Vancouver lu omele he Have Catherine 

Marquis 
British Co mbia H ss T n 

Vancouver lu omele f Th Andrew 
Thistleghweight 

British Co mbia H ss Out o e Cold 

Vancouver lu omele t-Eliza Trudy Shymka British Co mbia H ss S beth Home 
Vancouver lu e n Gos Heidi White British Co mbia Homel ss Unio

Mission 
pel 

Vancouver lu e Greg Richmond British Co mbia Homel ss Triage 
Vancouver lu e idge E

Shelter 
Shawna Baylis British Co mbia Homel ss Br mergency 

Vancouver lu e ook Johnnie Graham British Co mbia Homel ss The L out 
Vancouver lu e  Co

Pro
ciat

Ed Helfrich British Co mbia Long-t rm Care British
e 

lumbia 
Car viders 
Asso ion 

Vancouver British Columbia Long-te Maria Perretta rm Care The O’Keefe 
Vancouver lu e he Weinb

Residence 
Vanessa Trestor British Co mbia Long-t rm Care T erg 

Vancouver British Columbia Long-term Care Arbutus Manor Laurie Stessler 
Vancouver British Columbia Long-term Care University of British 

Columbia Hospital 
Robert Toren 

Vancouver British Columbia Long-term Care Blenheim Lodge Derek Morton 
Vancouver British Columbia Long-term Care Louis Brier Home 

and Hospital 
Edy Govorchin 

Vancouver British Columbia Long-term Care Arbutus Care 
Centre 

Ann Louise 
Cuthill 
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Vancouver Sessions – Invitees (Cont.) 

 rganiza Contact 

 
City Province Target Group O tion 

Vancouver British Columbia Long-term Care Balfour Ho Rani Kumar use 
Vancouver lu t fton Ma Christine 

Pennock 
British Co mbia Long- erm Care Cro nor 

Vancouver lu t dan
ita

Maureen 
McIntosh 

British Co mbia Long- erm Care Brad  Private 
Hosp l Ltd. 

Vancouver British Columbia Long-t int Grey Private 
pital 

Nadine Martino erm Care Po
Hos

Vancouver British Columbia Seniors Health and Home 
Care Society of 

h Colu

Inge Schamborzki

Britis mbia 

Vancouver lu Senior Counse
Citizens’ 

ni

Art Kube British Co mbia s l of Senior 

Orga
British Colu

zation of 
mbia 

Vancouver lu Seniors Crossreach 
eniors’ Day 

ntre 

Jennifer Duffield British Co mbia 
S
Ce

Vancouver lu Senior nBritish Co mbia s Chow
Care 

 Adult Day Charlene Masaro 

Vancouver British Columbia Studen ian 
iatio
nt Activity 
r

Bill Conconi ts Canad
Assoc
Stude

n of 

Adviso s 
Vancouver British Columbia Studen rs

mbia 
uv

Toopets Unive
Colu

ity of British Stephen J. 

Vanco er Campus 
Vancouver British Columbia Studen ersity of British 

nd Conferences 

Fred Fotis ts Univ
Columbia Housing 
a

Vancouver lu Studen rs
b
onferences 

Janice Robinson British Co mbia ts Unive ity of British 
Colum
and C

ia Housing 

Vancouver British Columbia Studen iversity of British 
Columbia Access 
and Diversity 
Equity 
Ambassadors 

Wendy Liew ts Un

Vancouver British Columbia Students Alma Mater Society Jacqueline Bell 
Vancouver British Columbia Students University of British 

Columbia Financial 
Assistance and 
Awards 

Barbara Crocker 
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Vancouver Sessions – Invitees (Cont.) 

arget izatio Contact 

 
City Province T  Group Organ n 

Vancouver British Columbia Studen niversity of British 
bi
iversity 

Aleasha 
McCallion 

ts U
Colum
and D

a Access 

Vancouver British Columbia Studen sity of British 
bi
cted Against 
 

Jacqueline Bell ts Univer
Colum
Conne
Racism

a Colour 

Vancouver British Columbia Studen
b
e of Student 
iation

Jacqueline Bell ts University of British 
ia Canadian Colum

Allianc
Assoc s 

Vancouver British Columbia Studen rsity of British 
olumbia Graduate 

Mona Maghsoodi ts Unive
C
Student Society 

Vancouver lu tuden rsi
mb

versit
Equity 
Ambassadors 

CJ Rowe British Co mbia S ts Unive ty of British 
Colu ia Access 
and Di y 

Vancouver British Columbia Students St-John’s College Sandra Shepard 
Vancouver British Columbia Students St-Andrew’s Hall Helen Anderson 
Vancouver British Columbia Students Pan Hellenic House Timmy 

Mackay-Dunn 
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Vancouver Sessions – Attendees 

ty Province arge Organization Contact 

 
Ci T t Group 

Vancouver lu omele iming
 

Rhonda Alvarez British Co mbia H ss Recla  our 
Spirit

Vancouver British Columbia Homele f Va Judy Graves ss City o ncouver 
Vancouver lu omele ering

of Vanc
Erika Di Salvo British Co mbia H ss Gath

City 
 Place – 

ouver 
Vancouver lu omele oe Manjit Sangha British Co mbia H ss Munr House 
Vancouver British Columbia Homele Vi Fineday Family 

elter So
Irina Goga ss 

Sh ciety 
Vancouver lu omele lic C

l 
Adminis

Mary Macdougall British Co mbia H ss Catho
Hoste

harities 

tration 
Vancouver lu omele l Pl Kathy Stringer British Co mbia H ss Powel ace 
New 
Westminster 

British Colu omele er V
Acorn 

John Anderson mbia H ss Great ancouver 

Vancouver lu e he Hav atherine Marquis British Co mbia Homel ss T e Cn 
Vancouver lu e abe Trudy Shymka British Co mbia Homel ss St-Eliz th Home 
Vancouver British Columbia Homele e Emergency 

ter 
Shawna Baylis ss Bridg

Shel
Vancouver British Columbia Homele Johnnie Graham ss The Lookout 
Vancouver lu Long-te ’Keefe Maria Perretta British Co mbia rm Care The O  
Vancouver British Columbia Long-te iversity of British 

mbia Hospital 
Robert Toren rm Care Un

Colu
Vancouver lu Long-te ri

spital 
Edy Govorchin British Co mbia rm Care Louis B

and Ho
er Home 

Surrey British Columbia Seniors unsel of Senior 
Citizens’ 
Organization of 
British Columbia 

Art Kube  Co

Vancouver lu tuden si
bia Financial 

istance and 
Awards 

cker British Co mbia S ts Univer
Colum
Ass

ty of British Barbara Cro

Vancouver British Columbia Students University of British 
Columbia Graduate 
Student Society 

Mona Maghsoodi 
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Ottawa Sessions – Invitees 

ity Province rget G ni Contact 

 
C Ta roup Orga zation 

Ottawa tario eless nt
ization 

elly Law On  Hom  National A
Organ

i-poverty K

Ottawa Ontario Homeless a
, M

Velvet Embleton  Hope Outre
Recovery

elter 

ch, Hope 
en’s 

Sh
Ottawa tario eless  Ar

oth Centre 
son Prevost On  Hom  Salvation

Ottawa Bo
my – Ja

Ottawa tario eless ion nnifer Crawford On  Hom  The Miss  Je
Ottawa tario eless s o

ope – Men  
ephen Bartolo On  Hom  Shepherd f Good St

H ’s Shelter
Ottawa tario s .A./ Y.W.C.A. Pamela Decastro On  Homeles  Y.M.C
Ottawa tario s Forward

elter 
ncine Vachon On  Homeles  The  Family Fra

Sh
Ottawa tario m   Guty On  Long-ter  Care Extendicare Kris
Ottawa tario m a uise Dion On  Long-ter  Care Marochel M nor Lo
Ottawa tario m tf iobhan Mcsharry On  Long-ter  Care CSLD Mon ort S
Ottawa Ontario Long-term Diane Tanguay  Care Ogilvie Villa 
Ottawa tario m ean-Marc Lanoue On  Long-ter  Care Laurier Manor J
Ottawa Ontario Long-term ei ming  Care Rothwell H ghts Lodge Dorothy Vla
Ottawa tario m uise Larose On  Long-ter  Care Heritage Manor Lo
Ottawa Ontario Long-term Care Sandy Hill R

nce 
etirement Mélanie Lefebre 

Reside
Ottawa tario m erm C

– City of Ottawa 
don On  Long-ter  Care Long-t are Branch Louise Bour

Ottawa Ontario Long-term Care New Edinburgh Square Patricia Courtney 
Ottawa Ontario Long-term Care Mon Plaisir Yuri and Galina 

Brouchkova 
Ottawa Ontario Long-term harity Suzanne Courieau  Care Sisters of C
Ottawa tario m M Tracey Fowers On  Long-ter  Care Hunt Club anor 

Ottawa tario m  &
 He

Centre 

Joyce Burnett On  Long-ter  Care The Perley  Rideau 
Veteran’s alth 

Ottawa Ontario Long-term Care Otterson Group Home Manager 
Ottawa Ontario Long-term Care Villa Orleans Eva Chamonk 
Ottawa Ontario Long-term Care Madonna Nursing 

Home 
Huguette Genest 

Ottawa Ontario Long-term Care Sco Health Service Suzanne Charest 
Ottawa Ontario Long-term Care The Glebe Centre Inc. Shirley Lee 
Ottawa Ontario Seniors The Royal Canadian 

Legion  
Pierre Allard 
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Ottawa Sessions – Invitees (Cont.) 
 

y rovi arget Contact Cit P nce T Group Organization 

Ottawa tari udents  F
 

Ian Boyko On o St Canadian
Students

ederation of 

Ottawa tari udents 
dent Ass

Zach Churchill On o St Canadian Alliance of 
Stu ociations 

Ottawa Ontario Students Canadian Fe f 
Students 

Sarah Amyot deration o

Ottawa tari udents n
ities & Colleges 
da 

Steve Willis On o St Associatio
Univers
of Cana

 of 

Kingston tari udents an A
lege and 

niversity Students 
s 

 Harnett On o St Canadi
of Col
U

ssociation John

Service
Kingston Ontario Students Aboriginal 

er
ion 

Waneek Horn-Miller National 
Student S
Associat

vices 

Kingston tari udents dent Affa
ssociation 

Bob Burge On o St Stu
Services A

irs and 

Ottawa Ontario Students The National Campus 
& Commu
Associatio

ni
n 

ty Radio 
Melissa Kaestner 

Ottawa Ontario Students Association of 
Canadian Community 
Colleges 

Gerald Brown 

Ottawa Ontario Students Canadian Association 
for Graduate Studies 

Jean-Pierre Gaboury 
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Ottawa Sessions – Attendees 

ity Province arget G n Contact 

 
C T roup Orga ization 

Ottawa tario meless al Anti-poverty 
tion 

Kelly Law On Ho  Nation
Organiza

Ottawa tario meless n Ar
o

son Prevost On Ho  Salvatio
Ottawa Bo

my – Ja
th Centre 

Ottawa tario meless ion nnifer Crawford On Ho  The Miss  Je
Ottawa tario ss

 – Men’s Shelter 
On Homele  Shepherds 

Hope
of Good Stephen Bartolo 

Ottawa tario ss / Y.W.C.A. Pamela Decastro On Homele  Y.M.C.A.
Ottawa Ontario Long-term term Care Branch 

f Ott
Louise Bourdon  Care Long-

– City o awa 
Ottawa tario m  

 H
Centre 

Joyce Burnett On Long-ter  Care The Perley & Rideau 
Veteran’s ealth 

Ottawa tario ng-term Suzanne Charest On Lo  Care Sco Health Service 
Ottawa tario ng-term  Glebe C Shirley Lee On Lo  Care The entre Inc. 
Ottawa Ontario Seniors The Royal 

Legion  
C Pierre Allard anadian 

Ottawa tario udents n F f 
 

Ian Boyko On St Canadia
Students

ederation o

Ottawa Ontario Students Association of 
Universities & Colleges 
of Canada 

Steve Willis 

Ottawa Ontario Students Student Affairs and 
Services Association 

Bob Burge 
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Toronto Sessions – Invitees 

City Province rget n Contact 

 
Ta Group Orga ization 

Toronto Ontario Homeles oping in Tough Times Karen Bass s C
Toronto tar meles o

 Banks 
Nicola Cernik On io Ho s Ontario Ass

F
ciation of 

ood
Toronto tar meles dian As

ks
Shawn Pegg On io Ho s Cana sociation of 

Food Ban  
Toronto Ontario Homeles ood Shepherd 

istries 
John Chenier s G

Min
Etobicoke tar meles l Coa

 and
essne

Jim Marshall On io Ho s Nationa
sing

lition on 
Hou
Homel

 
ss 

Toronto tar meles A. Ca Medhat Mahdy On io Ho s Y.M.C. nada 
Toronto tar meles tio ndrew Burditt On io Ho s The Salva n Army A
Toronto Ontario Homeles rmy 

 V
Glenda Davis s Salvation A

Broadway illage  
Toronto Ontario Homeles armth Edward Degale s Share the W
Toronto Ontario Homeles

lessne
Michael Shapcott s National Housing and 

Home ss Network 
Toronto tar meles rch Al

 
lessne  

alth 

r. Stephen Hwang On io Ho s Resea
Canadian

liance for D

Home
and He

ss, Housing

Toronto tar meles the R Carolann Barr On io Ho s Raising oof 
Toronto Ontario Homeles All Saints Church 

 for T
iety 

Roman Keszychi s 
Homes
Soc

omorrow 

Toronto tar meles s Ch
nity 

Caitlin Mills On io Ho s All Saint
u

urch 
Comm Centre 

Toronto tar meles 60 Richmon
l 

 Roth On io Ho s d Street Kim
Dixon Hal

Toronto Ontario Homeles
 Cen

Alison Kemper s 519 Church Street 
Drop-in tre 

Toronto tar meles -in oy Reid On io Ho s 416 Drop J
Toronto Ontario Homeles .A. Woodlawn Darlene Penny s Y.M.C
Toronto Ontario Homeles Y.M.C.A.-Stop 86 Tanya Brown s 
Toronto tar meles  Elizabeth Greaves On io Ho s Youthlink
Toronto Ontario Homeles rning Point – Youth 

Services 
Sue Goodfellow s Tu

Toronto Ontario Homeless Toronto Friendship 
Centre 

Dawn Dowling 

Toronto Ontario Homeless The Salvation Army – 
Maxwell Meighen 
Centre 

Major Roy Snow 

Toronto Ontario Homeless The Salvation Army – 
Harbour Light 

Scott Jones 
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y ovi rget ni Contact Cit Pr nce Ta Group Orga zation 

Toronto tari meles e Salvation nn Andree On o Ho s Th  Army – A
Gateway 

Toronto tari meles ven Heather Marton On o Ho s Street Ha  
Toronto tari meles  – T Michele Gilchrist On o Ho s St-Simon he Apostle 
Toronto tari meles  

etoxification
Jim Pratt On o Ho s St-Michael’s Hospital 

D  Centre 
Toronto tari meles ous ren Smith On o Ho s Seaton H e Ka
Toronto Ontario Homeles lhouse Dixon Hall Glen Gifford s Schoo
Toronto Ontario Homeless Sanctuary Paul Greg 
Toronto tari meles tson H

 (Sate
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